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Abstract

An aerial image monitor (AIM) for operation in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) is

constructed to characterize the performance ofa prototype EUV projection lithography

system (lOX-I at Sandia National Laboratories in Livermore, CA). The AIM is also used

torapidly align the optical system and to find the plane ofbest focus.

Two patterning techniques are developed for EUV AIM aperture fabrication using

electron-beam lithography. The fabrication of the final artifacts uses focused ion beam

lithography and thermal evaporation toproduce aperture slits with widths less than lOOnm

that are used for AIM as well as two other interferometry eiqieriments carried out in the

EUV.

AIM isused to quantify EUV lithographic system vibration which is reduced from

an initial value of 350nm to 17±3nm. This level of vibration suppression is reproducible



after mask changes that involve the con^lete removal of both mask and wafer <*qj.ac as

well as the camera.

Three distinct methods ofaerial image nnonitoring are inplemented on the lOX-I

EUVL system The first scans aknife-edge at the image plane across the aerial image ofa

2.5pm slit source. The results are in qualitative agreement with theory and simulation, but

the accuracy of the measurements is limited because the slit mask has apeak-to-peak edge

roughness of 0.9pm, distorting the image. In the second experiment a single narrow slit

artifact is scanned over a step function aerial image. The resulting edge spread function is

used to calculate the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the camera. The spatial

fi'equency dependence of the MTF(f) is used together with simulation to estimate the

effective imaging system multi-layer surface roughness variance following theoretical

calculations. The measured value of is between 0.4nm and 1.3nm for the spatial

frequencies between O.lpm'̂ and lOpm*^ respectively.

The final set of image monitoring experiments is a depth of focus study that

involves scanning asingle narrow slit artifact across the aerial image of0.5pm equal lines

and spaces. The measured peak contrast of the aerial image is 57% which is in agreement

with simulation and photoresist exposures. The measured depth of focus is ±5pm based

on 80% of the peak contrast
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Chanter 1

Introduction to Aerial Image Measurements

1.1 Introduction

The precise measurement of the aerial image of a lithography system is thekey to

the characterization ofstepper performance. An image monitor that directly measures the

aerial image incident on the wafer would allow the real time evaluation of the projection

photolithography system without the costly and time consuming steps involved in

evaluating images developed in resist. Direct image monitoring inproves accuracy by

removing the resist stage entirely. The improved characterization speed and accuracy

possible with AIM will therefore improve the efficiency and overall quality of sub-micron

lithography.

A fully assembled microlithography lens is traditionally tested in two ways. The

&st method is to measure the wave front aberrations using a transmissive interferometer.

Transmission interferometry iscritical toadjusting the spacing and positioning ofeach lens

element and subgroup. The method used to quantify the final lens performance involves

producing exposures in photoresist and measuring the developed resist profiles in a

scanning electron microscope (SEM). These SEM-verified exposures have several

drawbacks. First, the time needed to make the required SEM measurements is long,

approximately two days. The photoresist exposure measurement method isalso subject to

changes in the photoresist process and differences in SEM and SEM operator

performance. Variations due to the photoresist process and SEM linewidth

measurements areeliminated bymeasuring theaerial image directly.



Furthermore, many new problems arise when the lens is imunted onto a stepper

system, including mechanical deformations of the lens assembly, condenser optics

aberrations, mechanical vibrations, reticle or wafer non-planarity, tenq)erature variations,

barometric pressure variations, and others. Thus it isnecessary to test full stepper systems

even thoughpreviousmeasurements of the projection lens itselfhave been done.

In previous publications, an image monitor was developed and used to rapidly

characterize a stepper lens in-situ [17, 19]. Previous image monitors used a one-

dimensional scanning routine to monitor the intensity profile. This process involves

scanning a photodiode with a line grating pattern mask cover at the wafer under aerial

images of the same pattern fi-om the stepper reticle. This research explores a method of

characterizing EUV microlithographic stepper performance by direct measurement of the

aerial images produced bythe systenrL An image monitor is constructed which uses arrays

of scanning slits and pinholes inthemask to produce arrays of line and point light sources,

respectively, at the wafer plane. These patterns are monitored by scanning the

corresponding pinhole or slit array in the image plane in firont of a photodiode detector.

From the resulting intensity profile we can determine information concerning the

characteristics of the stepper lens optics including focus, scattered light, and lens

aberrations suchas distortion, coma,and astigmatism.

Hie concept of measuring the aerial images produced firom lithographic system is

not new to the field, only the technique, and results. Several researchers have invented

ingenious methods of estimating the aerial images by indirect measurement [1-5]. The

sin^lest method is measure the result of the projected aerial image by printing in

photoresist. Other methods make inferences about image quality based upon indirect



measurements of the aerial image intensity. This chapter explores the major early

techniques and lists the advantages and disadvantages ofeach. The later sections explore

the issue and application of direct aerial image measurements both at deep ultraviolet and

extreme ulU'aviolet wavelengths.

1.2 Previous Work

1.2.1 Stepper Image Monitor

An early attenpt to measure of the aerial images produced from a complete

microlithography stepper system developed by Brunner et. aL [1] lead to the Stepper

Vision Stepper Image Monitor (SIM). The general approach of the SIM is shown in

Figure 1.1 where a special test reticle forms an aerial image over a special test wafer with

narrow lines which scatter light into a detector. The detector signal is then observed as

the narrow lines move in tiny steps, 0.25|im in this case. In the limit of very narrow lines

on the test wafer, the detector signal versus wafer stage position forms an accurate

representation of theactual aerial image profile.

Two methods were implemented by Brunneret. aL the first of which used narrow

lines made ofheavily dyed photoresist which fluoresced in the green when excited by the

blue light in the aerial image. This was accomplished with a Portable Conformable Mask

[7,8] utilizing a PMMA bottom layer that has been heavily doped with Coumarin dye.

Although this method proved effective and usable results were obtained with the

fluorescence approach, the signal decayed with time due to the photo-chemical

degradation ofthe dye. Another limitation ofthis technique is the feet that the relatively
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of the concept of the steppe image monitor by Brunner et aL
Reference [1]

soft photoresist material was not well suited for a permanent in-situ artifact wafer and the

heavily dyed photoresist process isnot standard inmost IC houses [1].

The problems associated with the use ofphotoresist were solved by the use of

narrow poly lines on oxide wafers. In the new version of the SIM, instead of monitoring

the green fluorescence from the photoresist, the blue light scattered from the poly line was

the measured signaL The smooth oxide beneath the poly line will not scatter light while

the relatively rough poly lines scatter light into the detector. Further in^)rovements

involved a quick etch of the poly line to add further roughness and therefore better

reflection. The width of the poly lines were 0.4±0.1pm as measured on a CWIKSCAN

HE SEM. The lines were printed using a G-line lens with a numerical aperture (NA) of

0.3 [1].



The detected signal is then measured as a function of slit position (Xo) for a slit

width of W as shown in Fig. 1. Then anexpression for theobserved signal is:

Signal(Xo,W)ocaI(x)dx (1)

and inthe limit of sufficiently narrow linewidth W (asW=>0) themeasured signal becomes

a betterrepresentation of the image, i.e.:

Signal(Xo,W=^0) o«I(x) (2)

The relatively large linewidths used for the SIM limit its ability to provide an

accurate measure of the aerial image itself. While it is theoretically possible to deconvolve

the measured signal by the response of the scanning line, this response is a confq)licated

function of the specular reflection jfrom the rough poly line. All data presented from the

SIM work done to date has been presented raw where background subtraction and re-

normalization are the only manipulations done to the data. It should be noted that for

most applications of the SIM, such as determination of best focus or determination of

overlay error or vibration measurements, the relatively large linewidths used are perfectly

adequate [2].

Current production steppers are extending the limits of refractive optical

lithography far beyond what early lithographers predicted with the use of high NA [4].

But this high resolution comes at the cost of a reduced depth of focus. The SIM

technique described in this section finds its most common use infinding the plane ofbest

focus of the stepper.



1.2.2 Microlithography Simulation Microscope

There exist several coiTq)uter programs for simulating the aerial images produced

from lithography systems with defined parameters such as NA, wavelength, and

illumination coherence. However, actual production masks used to produce the desired

aerial images are often imperfect and contain small errors that may not be recognized or

may be difficult to model For this reason researchers at IBM have developed a technique

called Aerial Image Measurement System (AIMS) which later evolved into a commercial

product labeled the Microlithography Simulation Microscope (MSM). The MSM is a UV

microscope based imaging system that may be used to measure actual masks under

conditions which mimic the stepper of interest. This MSM hasbeen used successfully in a

variety of applications including mask etch process optimization, determination of defect

printability in resist, and studies of alternate illumination schemes.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the system layout of the MSM-100. The MSM provides a

magnified stepper equivalent image that is captured by a DUV sensitive CCD camera.

The system is controlled by the AIMS software package that also provides aerial image

recording and analysis capabilities. Proper operation of the system is verified by

comparing measurements through focus withcomputer simulations.

The system is based on the Zeiss Axiotron DUV microscope [9] and contains two

illumination sources, a high-pressure mercury arc lamp for data recording and halogen

lanp for visual preview. Bandpass dichroic filters can be electro-mechanically actuated to

select either 365 or 248nm wavelengths for image measurements. Interchangeable



apertures are used to define the sigma (pupfi filling factor) ofthe system and also todefine

the objective lens NA.
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Figure L2 Uyout and system description ofdie MSM-100 from Zeiss, Reference [3]

There are three common uses for the MSM: (1) To compare the image produced

from the mask with conyuter simulation to verify that the mask has been fabricated free of

basic phase and other errors, (2) To predict resist feature size for agiven exposure or

threshold, and (3) To predict the magnitude of resist CD perturbations due to mask

defects. These applications are in^ortant in providing an early preview of the printing

characteristics of a given reticle and stepper combination without undertaking time

consuming SEM resist studies on an actual stepper.



1.2.3 Latent Image Measurements

Another technique known as Latent Image Metrology (LIM) [10-11], collects a

"snapshot" of a test image in a thin layer of photoresist. Next, measurements are doneof

the quality of the test image in the photoresist before the resist is developed. This

eliminates the contrast enhancement effect of the develop chemistry, in theory allowing

observation of subtle variations in theprinted pattern.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the experimental technique for LIM. The figure considers a

grating projected by a stepper onto a photoresist-covered wafer. A photo-chemical

reaction occurs in the light regions of the grating, causing the resist there to change its

index ofrefraction slightly whereas there is no change in the dark regions. The sharpness

of the transition region between the light and dark regions is an indication of the contrast

of the aerial image. The second step in LIM is a post-exposure bake which elicits the

latent image in the chemically-amplified resist (XP-89-131 0.5|im thickness). The third

and final step ofLIM requires probing the resulting pattern inthe photoresist. This step is

acconplished with the AT&T Lithographic Analysis Workstation (LAWS). LAWS

consists ofa dark-field microscope with a photomult^lier tube to integrate the weak dark-

field scattering signal By probing the resist patterns, it has been shown that the peak

signal in the first-order of the non-specular scatter occurs when the resist pattern is

exposed at best stepper focus [10,11]. "Ultra-flat" wafers were used for these

experiments to minimize variations in imaging surface that cause inaccurate measurements

of the optimumfocal plane.
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Figure 1.3 Illustration ofthe principle ofLIM, Reference [10]

1.2.4 Aerial Image Measurements in the Deep UV

1.2.4.1 U.C. Berkeley Micro-Stepper

The previous sections describes methods of indirectly measuring the image quality

produced by high-resolution stepper systems. This section presents atechnique to directly

measure image quality. The ideas introduced by Brunner with his SIM were in^roved

upon by Pfau et. al [15]. The technique for the direct measurement of the aerial images



intensity is to scan the stepper stage containing the image monitor through the image

plane. The main con^onents of the aerial image intensity sensor are a photodiode which

is integrated in the wafer chuck and a chromium coated quartz wafer with a 10x10 array

of200nm pinholes. The imaged light intensity is spatially filtered by the pinholes pattern

before reaching the underlying photodetector. The diode signal isproportional to the light

intensity at the location of the sensor and integrated over its area. Therefore, the

measured two-dimensional intensity distribution is the convolution of the sensor with the

intensity profile. For a sufficiently small sensor, the blurring caused bythe convolution is

negligible and the obtained contour represents the true image intensity. The effect of

sensor sizeon the measured images is covered in greater detailin a latersection.

This image monitor was inplemented on the Berkeley microstepper [15]. The

same stepper was used to pattern the sanpling pinholes in chromium. The metal was

removed in a wet etch process with standard Cr-4 etchant. The isotropic etch caused

highly sloping sidewall angles which degraded the resultant sanq)led aerial images. With

theaid of firequency filtering thephotodiode signal to improve the signal to noise ratio, the

image monitor was tested and applied in a variety of eiperiments including determination

of best focus and two-dimensional scans of elbow and contact patterns with reasonable

correlationto simulationsdone using SPLAT [15].

These image measurements depend critically on precise stage position

measurement and system stability during the integration time of the lock-in amplifier.

Slow stage or interferometer drift degraded the integrity ofthemeasured aerial images and

imposed limitations as to the minimum feature size measurable with this stepper. Despite

the limitations imposed by the patterning of the sampling pinholes and stepper motion.

10



these experiments represented the&st direct measurement of aerial images produced from

a microlithographic stepper.

1.2.4.2 AIM on a Commercial Stepper (GCA)

GCAsteppers wereequipped witha version of the image monitor described in the

previous section. Thestandard in-situ system was used to find best focus, perform reticle

to reticle alignment, and measure intrafield image placement errors. The ability of the

standard in-situ system to measure small features was limited bythe 0.8pm slit width on

theartifact. To scan features as small as 0.35pm with high fidelity, the slit width must be

less than 0.35pm. For energy throughput and patterning reasons, an0.2pm slit width was

chosen.

The thickness of the chrome absorber on the standard GCA in-situ artifact is

200nm. An absorber thickness conq)arable to the slitwidth is undesirable since the artifact

would no longer approximate an infinitely thin intensity sampler. The modified artifact

with 200nm features was patterned in amorphous silicon instead ofchrome. Amorphous

Silicon has a higher optical density than chrome inthe deep-UV [17-18] and thus a thinner

layer can be used. An absorber thickness of80nm was used, giving an aspect ratio of 1to

2.5 (height to width). An additional advantage is the ability to plasma etch amorphous

silicon instead of using a wet etch similar to that used from the chrome. The vertical

sidewalls produced by plasma etching the amorphous silicon ensure that the 2()0nm slits

haveoptically sharpedges [18].

The modified artifact was designed such that the pitch of the 0.2pm slits matched

that of the previous artifact so that all the existing in-situ software and hardware of the

11



GCA XLS stepper function without modification. Thus the modifiedartifact maintains the

ability tomeasure lens distortion, find best focus, and p^orm wafer toreticle alignment

Figure 1.4a shows the contrast versus focus for 0.35|xm dense line/^ace (L/S)

patterns measured with the modified in-situ artifact. Two partial coherence values are

shown - 0.44 and 0.74. Figure 1.4b shows simulated contrast versus focus using the

aberrations measured with a transmission interferometer. The measured aberrations are

expressed using the Zemike polynomials. All the terms corresponding to the third and

fifth order aberrations are used in the simulation.

The peak contrast values in Figure 1.4a are slightly less than the simulated values.

For exanq)le, the peak measured contrast with 0.44 partial coherence is 84% while the

simulated peak contrast is 94%. Most of this reduction in measured contrast can be

attributed to the finite width of the scanning slits used on the artifact. Convolving a

0.2|xm slit with the simulated 0.35fim aerial image reduces the peak contrast to 88%. The

remaining 4% difference between measured and simulated is likely due to the finite

bandwidth of the laser source (1.4pm). The lens in this stepper is anallfused silica design

and thus has no color correction.

12
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Figure 1.4 Measured and simulated contrast of0.35pm dense L/S patterns for two values
of partial coherence, o = 0.44 and ct = 0.74. The simulations are carried out
using the polynomial terms from visible light interferometry measurements,
Reference [3].

Changing partial coherence from0.44 to 0.74 causes a reduction in contrastat best

focus, but inproves contrast for defocus values greater than approximately 0.75|im. This

effect is e>q)ected due to the different en^gy weighting of two beam and three beam

interference. The shift in best focus when changing from 0.44 to 0.74 partial coherence is

due to spherical aberrations. This is demonstrated by Hgure 1.4a which shows simulated

contrast versus focus with only the third and fifth order ^herical aberrations set to their

measured values, all other Zemike terms are set to zero. Imaging with a larger partial

13



coherence places more energy at the edges ofthe pupU where the optical path diffCTence

(OPD) islarger, leading to ashift in best focus (positive defocus istoward the lens).

The increase in DOF and the shift in best focus due to changes in partial coher^ce

arealso found inphotoresist exposures. Figure 1.5shows themeasured critical dimension

(CD) versus focus for 0.35pm dense L/S features for both 0.44 and 0.74 partial

coherence. In this figure, the measured CD curves terminate where scumming of the

photoresist in the ^ace region occurred. The increased DOF with 0.74 partial coherence

isevidenced by the extension of the CD curve on the positive side of focus. Before aerial

image measurements were made, this asymmetric increase in DOF when changing partial

coherence was thought to be due to the volume imaging nature ofthe photoresist

Critical Unensicn vs. Focus for 0.35un Dense
-—^------

SOUD: O.SSA, 0.44 Partial Caharanoe
IMS8ED: 0.53A, Q.74 Partial CoheiaDoe
RESIST: l.Oia Thick KBt-t

-2.00 -1.50 -l.OO -C.50 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2^00
Oafoaa (oa)

Figure 1.5 Critical dimension versus focus for 0.35pm dense L/S patterns. Reference
[19].
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Figure 1.6 Measured contrast of 0.35nni dense L/S patterns for both orientations,
sagittal and tangential, measured in the center of the image field and at four
locations along the periphery. Reference [19].

It has been shown that AIM can be used to quantify the effects of ^herical

aberration and these effects have reasonable agreement with simulation. For well balanced

lenses, aU of the other piimaiy aberrations are nearly zero on axis. Off axis, however,
other aberrations become inportant and can limit imaging performance. The magnim^. of
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astigmatism can be found by measuring the difference in best focus between sagittal and

tangential L/S features. Figure 1.6 shows the contrast versus focus for both orientations

measured in the center ofthe lens and four locations along the per^hery. Figure 1.7 isan

expanded plot of the 10mm radius point which exhibits the greatest amount of

astigmatism. The focus shift shown in this figure con^^)ares well with the value of

astigmatism measured bythe interferometer. Figure 1.7bshows simulated contrast versus

focus with the pupil aberrations set to the third and fifth order astigmatism values

measuredby interferometry.

To determine the amount of astigmatism for each point in the field, a third order

polynomial was fit to the measured contrast curves at each point in the field. The

difference between the peak values for the sagittal and tangential features gives the

amount of astigmatism. Figure 1.8 shows the results for the left-right meridian and the

top-bottom meridian. The maximum amount of astigmatism can be reduced by shifting

lens groups so that the measured astigmatism is symmetric about the axis along each

meridian. For this lens, the astigmatism values inthe top and right portions ofthe lens can

be reduced while increasing the values in the bottom and left portions. This balancing will

produce a net increase in the usable DOF.
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Figure 1.7 Measured image contrast versus focus for O.SSiim dense L/S patterns at the
location ofworst astigmatism (10mm radius location). Reference [19].

HsMttxed Astlpmtlaa vs. Pield Position
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Figure 1.8 Measured astigmatism for two meridians, horizontal and vertical. Reference
[19].
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Field curvature can also be measured by plotting the avorage best focus position

for the curves shown inFigure 1.6. Hgure 1.9shows the measured best focus across the

field for two meridians. Field curvature has a best focus position that varies as the square

ofthe field radius. Little ofthis type offield curvature isevident in Figure 1.9. Similar to

astigmatism, overall lens performance could be improved by making Figure 1.9 more

symmetric about theaxis, leading again to anincrease in the useable DOF.

Heasured Best Focus vs. Field Position

o
•n.

o

o

0
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o
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^Ibp^Bottom Merkfian
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Figure 1.9 Measured best focus across the image field for two meridians. This plot shows
a measured best focus that varies which is a measure of field curvature where
the bestfocus varies as the squareof the fieldradius.
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The ability to quantify four of the five primary Seidel aberrations using direct aerial

image measurements has been demonstrated in this section. Reasonable agreement has

been found between interferometric measurements and the AIM results. The fifth and last

Seidel aberration, coma, causes suppressed contrast for tangential features. Little or no

evidenceof this suppression has beenfound in these measurements. The Zemike terms for

coma inthe interferometer measurements are small and thus little effect is expected.

1.3. AIM in the Extreme Ultraviolet

Since the utility ofAIM isproven in the DUV, the next logical evolution of image

monitoring isto the next generation ofprojection lithography steppers. The adaptation of

the AIM hardware to this new shorter wavelength is not as sinqile as merely scaling the

dimensions of the aperture. Several issues conqilicate attenqits to perform AIM at EUV

wavelengths. In this section we will cover the major issues separately. Figure 1.10

illustrates the basicconcept of AIMin the EUV.

1.3.1 Sampling Aperture

As mentioned previously, the signal measured by the direct aerial image

measurement technique is the convolution ofthe aerial image under test with the response

function of the scanning aperture, the Line Spread Function (LSF) for one-dimensional

scaiming slits and the Point Spread Function (PSF) for two-dimensional scanning pinholes.

Therefore, the ideal intensity sampler would consist ofan infinitesimally narrow scanning

aperture but such an aperture would be impossible to fabricate and would also provide no
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light signal for measurement An aperture of finite width would act to widen the Full-

Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM) value of the measured aerial image for isolated features

and would act to decrease the contrast ofequal L/S images. Clearly a conpromise of

measured signalfidelity and signalto noisemust be reached.

scan direction • Scaiming stage w/
Artifact and Sensor

Wafer Plane
1 1

Condenser Lens
Obiective Lenses

Aerial Image L/S

|̂̂ :>?^riasma L.§i^oMultilayer Masfc
Source 7 ^ inmasl

Theta

mask plane

Figure 1.10 Illustration of the concept of AIM in the EUV where photons are collected
from a laser plasma source with the aid ofa multi-layer reflective mirror (R~
0.7). The artifact and photodiode are placed at the image plane to monitor
the aerial image produced from the allreflective lithography system.

Theoretical simulations are carried out to nwre quantitatively evaluate the trade

offs in this case. Simulated aerial images of0.5pm equal L/S patterns are convolved with

detectors of various sizes to evaluate the degradation in peak L/S image contrast as a

function of detector size. The simulations are done assuming a EUV wavelength of

13.4nm, a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.08, and a partial coherence value of 0.5. The

simulated experiment is done for one-dimensional image scans. The re^onse function of

the detector is assumed to be an ideal top-hat function. The results of the eiqieriment
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shown in Figure 1.11 plot the peak measured image contrast versus the detector width

normalized to the feature size (line or^ace width). The data in Figure 1.11 is normalized

to the peak simulated contrast of 96%.

Figure 1.11 Simulated contrast of0.5nm L/S patterns after convolution with an ideal top-
hat sampling function versus width ofthe sampling function.

As expected, for an aperture equal to twice the minimum line width, the measured

image contrast equals zero. This figure also shows that there isminimal loss in measured

contrast for aperture sizes up 0.6 times minimum line width; after which significant

reduction in the contrast is noted. There is aloss in image contrast of 15% for ascanning

aperture equal in size to the scanned feature and falls off rapidly for larger aperture sizes.

Image monitoring experiments at EUV wavelengths to measure lOOnm L/S patterns,

require apertures with widths S lOOnm. The lower limit on the width will be in^osed by

the minimum measurable signal determined by photon flux and noise in the collection

electronics.
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1.3.2 Scanning Stage

Limits on the minimum step size of the scanning stage for AIM at EUV

wavelengths present a formidable obstacle. For spatial frequency band-limited signals with

maximum spatial frequency f„ the Nyquist criterion dictates that the minimum sampling

frequency must be greater than orequal to 2»f,. For the case of the 0.1pm L/S patterns,

this requirement equates to a minimum step size of50nm. For high fidelity measurements

where anoversanq)lmg rate of 10might bedesired, a minimum step size of 5nm would be

required.

For scanning stages utilizing HeNe laser interferometry for positioning, the

requirement of 5nm positioning accuracy would equate to X/127. However, the vacuum

enclosure ofthe available EUVL system (lOX-I at Sandia) precludes the use ofsuch large

interferometric based stages. Several brands of pico-motors (also known as "inch-worm"

motors) are available which claim resolution on this order. They accon^lish this fine

motion by placing two piezoelectric slabs on either side of a threaded screw. The two

slabs are then pulsed in opposite directions to turn the screw similar to the motion of

**fingers" turning the screw. Pico-motors are used extensively in conjunction with a

feedback system to position optical elements. Their motion isdeterministic over relatively

large range motions (>10pm) but are less reliable for the fine motion scans required for

EUVL AIM scans. Therefore, these nnotors were employed for large scale stage motions

such as aperture-image alignment, coarse scans over several hundred microns, and PR

exposures. Specifics of the performance of these pico motors will be described in

subsequent sections.
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Forthe fine step size scans inthe actual image sanq>]ing, a piezo-electric stack with

capacitive position measurement feedback was chosen. There are currently two vendors

which market commercial stacks with capacitive feedback in a closed loop configuration.

These stacks are easily capable of 5nm minimum controllable step size. The system

chosen which was manufactured by Queens Gate Inc., U.K., quotes a minimum step size

of less than Inm. In practice, the minimum controllable step size was found to 3nm.

Subsequent chapters report the performance ofthe scanning stage.

1.3.3 Signal Acquisition Electronics

1.3.3.1 DetectorQuantum Efficiency in the Extreme Ultraviolet

AIM in the EUV requires a detector with the highest possible quantum efficiency

and stability in the EUV regions. Furthermore, since EUV photons are absorbed by air,

the detector must be conpatible with vacuum operation. Several types of detectors are

available for these applications including: Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs), Streak Tubes,

Multi-Channel Plates (MCPs), solid-state detectors (silicon).

There are advantages to using silicon for detecting EUV photons. Foremost is the

fact that solid-state silicon detectors have been shown [20] to have the highest quantum

efficiency of all the EUV detectors suitable for use as radiometric standards. Silicon

detectors are also vacuum con^atible and have very low noise, which make them

attractive for low flux photolithography applications. Unlike PMTs and MCPs, silicon

photodiodes do not need high voltages for their normal operation and can perform m

vacuum environments. Electron mobilities in silicon are high ensuring fast charge

collection time and high photon counting rates.
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Quantum efficiency (QE) is the ratio of number of generated electron-hole pairs

(HHP) per incident photon. For detecting radiation within the wavelength range of 400

to 700nm the QE of silicon is always less than unity and varies as a function of

wavelength. For the shorter EUV wavelengths less than about 150nm, the quantum

efficiency can be greater than one since each individual photon is greater than the

ionization energy for silicon and therefore capable ofproducing multiple EHP.

QEi = GE. CE (3)

I define an interacting quantum efficiency QEj in equation (3) that is the product

of the generation efficiency GE and the collection efficiency CE. The GE is the fi-action of

incident photons that produce EHP in Silicon and suffers primarily firom absorption in the

oxide layer and loss to blocked areas (eg. by wires). The CE is the fi-action ofgenerated

EHP that are collected by the diode and suffers primarily fi-om surface and near-surface

recombination of EHP.

Only the pairs that are separated by the internal electric field give rise to an

external photocurrent. This occurs for the pairs that are generated in the depletion region

orpairs that diffuse into the space charge region. For photons with energy E, incident on

a silicon detector, the quantum efficiency QE then isgiven by:

QE = QEi*ti where Ti = E(eV)/3.61 [21] (4)

The term QE is the number of EHP per incident photon seen at the output

terminals of the detector. The photons used in EUV photolithography have a wavelength
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of around 13.4nm or about 92.5eVin energy. Thus at 13.4nm, the ideal Si detector has a

responsivitiy of 1/3.61 A/W.

The current state of semiconductor process technology allows the purchase of

silicon radiation detectors with interacting quantum efficiencies in excess of 90% in the

EUV region. High quantum efficiency in the EUV range for these photodetectors is

required for the low photon flux measurements in EUV AIM. These diodes are

manufactured using a proprietary arsenic inplant followed by a laser annealing step. The

top surface of the photodiode is an 8nm thermal oxide layer [20]. The specifications of

the EUV diode are listed in table 1.

Active Area 0.05mm^
Cd at 0V bias 6pF

Shunt Resistance (Rd,) IGQ

Responsivity 0.255 A/W
NEP at lOeV 5.6^10-^^W/VHz

Table 1. Specifications of EUVPhotodiode (XUV-100) fromInternational Radiation
Detector, reference [20].

As an exanple we may wish to investigate the possibility of detecting a single

EUV photon. For photon counting measurements the photodetectors are often operated

in the Photoan^eric mode which involves integrating the collected charge current onto a

capacitor in order to obtain a measurable ouq>ut voltage. One 92eV photon will generate

about 23 EHP or the equivalent of3.7#10**® Coulombs ofcharge for a QEi = 90%. If this

charge were integrated on a lOpF capacitor it would produce a voltage of0.37|aV. This is

notmuch of a signal when compared with the integrated background noise (shot noise and

detector dark current) ordetector noise (thermal noise ofthe input stage ofthe integrating

op-amp) [54].
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Typical laser plasma sources are capable of producing -O-SmJ/cm^ per pulse. If

radiation of this intensity is incident ona lOOnm diameter circular aperture there would be

2027 photons per pulse passing through the pinhole aperture. With a QEi = 0.9 this

equates to EHP^ulse collected by the detector. This quantity ofcharge integrated

onto a lOpF capacitor equates to 672|aV. Signals on this order are above the background

and detector noise floors, so they can provide meaningful information.

1.33.2 Signal-to-Noise Estimatefor a Real EUVL System

We have estimated the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the photo detector-

electronics system, including thermal, flicker, diode leakage current, and shot noise

sources. The signal isestimated asa function of the sanq)ling aperture byusing the known

resist sensitivity of PMMA as a dosimeter. Then using the quantum efficiency model

developed in the 1.3.3.1, we can estimate the number of signal quanta available for

collection.

The signal-to-noise ratio of the imaging system is measured at the photodiode;

where the number ofphotons per laser shot inpinging on the surface of the photodiode is

the signal quanta. The effective noise for all noise sources is referred to an equivalent

number ofphotons (ENP) at the surface of the photodiode. The SNR can be expressed

as:

SNR (6)
^ENP therm^ +ENP^thei +ENP^Uakage
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Where the ENPthenuai is the equivalent noise photon term generated from thermal

noise contribution of the preanq)lifier input FET. This noise source isdependent upon the

detector capacitance (4pF for the detector used in this experiment). Reduction of the

detector capacitance is acconq}lished by choice of a small active area diode and by

applying a reversebiasto the detector througha filtered biasnetwork. The thermal noise

from the pre-an^/FET combination is quoted as 100 electrons RMS for this value of

detector capacitance. Toconvert this to anequivalent number of"noise photons" we use

the measured quantum efficiency ofthe photodiode: 11=20 EHP/photon [21], which yields

ENPthennai~5 photons. The signal collection electronics will be discussed in section 3.3.

Only the pertinent details forestimation of theSNR aregiven here.

The noise term, ENP^ieakage, stems from the leakage current of the photodiode.

Theeffect of this darkcurrent is minimized byusing a diode with a small active area. The

diodes used for these experiments have an active area of0.05mm?. The leakage current

for the diode is4pA. The signal pulse from the preanplifier isinput to a pulse shaper with

a shaping time constant of 2psec. The filtered pulse was sampled at its peak. Silicon

requires 3.63eV for the generation of an electron hole pair. Therefore the estimated

contribution ofthe leakage current for such a diode can be estimated to be: ENPicakage,

14 photons.

The final term, ENPdjot, stems from shot noise. Since the emission ofphotons from

our source follows a Poisson distribution, for N photons the ENP^dH* is equal to the

variance o^=N; hence EMPdjotsVENPagnai. The flicker noise contribution to equation (6) is

negligible for our junction field effect (JFET) input stage. The ENP«ign.i iscalculated from

the total slit area and a large area calibration. The estimated dose/shot is 30|iC/cmVshot
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or approximately 1000 (92.4eV) photons. Thus ENP4«=VlOOO. Combining according to

eq. 3, we obtain an estimate of the SNR equal to 29for a slit array of 10 slits and 13 for

the single slit

lA Conclusion

Several methods of evaluating the aerial image produced from projection

lithographic steppers are explored. Each have their respective merits. Many have the

advantage ofsinq)licity and some have in-situ capabilities. Many of the techniques do not

remove the photoresist from the evaluation process. In some cases it is desirable to

evaluate the final resist profile. Direct aerial image monitoring is presented as a technique

which completely removes the photoresist step from theimage evaluation.

Direct measurement of the projected aerial image of a stepper is successfully

demonstrated at deep UV wavelengths on several s^tems [15, 17-19]. Extending this

method to projection lithography at extreme ultraviolet wavelengths presents many

challenges including flux, vibration, the availability and reliability of suitable scanning

stages, andthefabrication of sub-lOOnm AIM apertures.

A silicon p-n junction photodiode is selected based upon high QE and vacuum

con^atability. The interacting quantuum efficiency isquoted bythe manufricturer as 90%

for 13.4nm photons leading to a calculated SNR of 13 for the case ofa single SOpm long

slit based upon dose estimations from PR e)q)eriments. E?q)erimental results in chapters 3-

5 show a signal to noise ratio of 12 forsingle-shot operation.
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Chapter 2

Sampling Aperture Fabrication and Characterization

2.1 Introduction

Image monitoring in the EUV requires narrow scanning apertures ofwidth lOOnm or

less coiiqiared to the apertures in the image monitoring artifacts for DUV AIM that are twice

this width. Several issues conplicate the fabrication but the patterning approach and the

absorber material are the two key factors in our control which detomine practical slit^inhole

size and performance.

2.2 Absorber Materials

The san^ling artifacts in our image monitoring experiments on DUV steppers utilized

a thin layer of amorphous silicon (80nm) as the absorber, deposited on a500pm thick quartz

blank wafer. Current EUV lithography systems operate at a wavelength of 13.4nm. The

short absorption depth of 13.4nm radiation in all materials precludes use of blanks for the

support of the absorber. The absorption coefiBcient of Si02 at 13.4nm is: psi02=8.1pm'̂

requiring either submicron membranes for support or the use of "stencil" patterns. Other

materials ofchoice are Silicon (psi=1.71pm"') and SiUcon Nitride (psi3N4=8.6pm*^). Qearly no

matter what material ischosen, very thin membranes are required.

Silicon nitride membranes are chosen as the support membrane over silicon

membranes owing to their higher tensile strength and toughness as well as ease offabrication.

Pure silicon membranes are especially susceptible to damage when the vacuum chamber is

both opened to atmosphere orpumped tovacuum.
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The choice of absorber material used for the qieiture is affected by two major
concerns. Kret. it irnm be coinpatfote with availabte processing techniques. Second, the

absorber chosen should have the highest possible extinction coefSdoit for 13.4nm

Rgure 2.1 is aplot of mass absorption coeflBcient (ca?/g) versus atomic number (Z) for
13.4nm radiation. Several materials initial^ q)pear to meet both of foe requirements with
mass absorption coefiBcients around lO*cmiVg and process conqtatSnliQr. TaWe 1lists several

potential absorber materials, with their mass absorption coefBcfents, standard pressure and

tempaature (STP) densities, absorptfon coefficients, and fifan thickness required to achieve

1% transmissioa reference comparison. aJtorn and sOtorn-nitride are also included in the
table.
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Figure 2.1 ^ a^^tion coefficient versus atoiruc number for 13.4nmradiatiol fosference
Center for X-ray (^ucs Home page: htfoVAww-cxroJbl/gov/optical_constants.
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Material Z

\Up

[cmVg]
P

[g/cm^j

U%

[nm]

A1 13 10' 2.69 26.90 171

Cr 24 5*l(f 7.18 35.90 128

Cu 29 6.5*10'' 8.94 58.11 79

Ge 32 5.7*10" 5.31 30.25 152

Ag 47 7*10" 10.48 73.36 63

W 74 2*10" 19.30 38.60 119

Au 79 2.6*10" 18.85 49.01 94

Co 27 7.0*10" 8.90 62.3 74

Ni 28 7.8*10" 8.90 69.42 66

In 49 8.8*10" 7.30 64.24 72

Sb 51 9.5*10" 6.69 63.56 73

InSb N/A 9.02*10" 7.31 65.96 70

Si3N4 N/A 2.5*10" 3.44 8.60 536

Si 14 7.34*10' 2.33 1.71 2693

Table 1. EUV (13.4mn) absorbance specifications for several potential absorber materials

Based solely on absorption coefficient, the optimum choice ofmaterial would be Silver

with p,=73.36^mr^ However, several materials show extinction coefficients of conq)arable

magnitude. For instance, the absorption coefficient ofNickel is 1.4% lower than Silver. The

elements and conpounds ofIndium and Antimony possess an extinction coefficient only about

10.5% lower than Silver. Similar to these is Cobalt with an EUV attenuation coefficient

15.1% higher than Ag. Copper also exhibits high attenuation to EUV photons with 20.8%

less attenuation than Silver.

Conpatibility with existing deposition and patterning techniques explains the

widespread use of Germanium as an absorber material for many EUV experiments. Although
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Ge requires 2.42 times the thickness ofAg to achieve the same magnitude ofattenuation, Ge

has a well defined etch using Fluorine-based plasmas. Cobalt deposited using electron-beam

evaporation has also been used for such applications [5].

The elements Indium and Antimony are interesting for this application since they both

exhibit high attenuation to EUV. Indium has a very high vapor pressure and can be easily

deposited using thermal evaporation but exhibits poor film-forming properties. Several

methods were used in an m&mpt to preserve/repair the quality ofIn films including annealing,

flash evaporation, and low temperature evaporation, without success.

These problems are overcome by the use ofthe confound Indium Antimonide which

is also easily deposited by means of thermal evaporation. The addition of Antimony to Indium

results in uniform as-deposited films. The final process sequence chosen did not require

etching of InSb films.

2.3 Lithographic Patterning Options

2.3.1 Electron-beam Lithography Approaches

Electron Beam Lithography offers the capability of patterning sub-quarter-micron

features. In fact features as small as 10 nanometers have been patterned with the use of e-

beam lithography using lift-off and q)ecial pattern transfer techniques [11-17]. This form of

lithography has many interesting possibihties for the fabrication of the scanning apertures

required for EUV AIM.

Electron beam lithography differs from conventional optical lithography in many areas.

One difference is the photoresist used in e-beam Hthography: Poly(methyl-methacrylate)
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(PMMA). While PMMA is capable ofgood resolution (on the order of5nm [10]), it suffers

from poor plasma etch resistance which limits its effectiveness in pattern transfer. Another

factor affecting e-beam lithography isproximity effects.

2.3.1.1 E-beam Factorial Experiment Results

Appendix Acontains the results ofa3^ full factorial experiment to analyze the factors

that affect the ultimate resolution achievable through electron-beam (e-beam) lithography.

The exposure tool in this experiment was aJeol 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

modified to perform e-beam lithography. The five variables investigated are electron energy

ejqpressed in kV, e^osure dose in jiCVcn^, photoresist thickness, line i^acing pitch, and

drawn linewidth. The results of the experiment are analyzed using regression. The

significance of each parameter and cross-interactions is analyzed and amodel fit to significant

terms.

The main factors affecting the resulting linewidths in electron-beam lithography are

analyzed using linear regression. Regression was used to fit a model to measured linewidth

data from the 3^ factorial experiment. The model contains the five variables ofexposure dose,

electron energy, line pitch, resist thickness and drawn linewidth. The results of the analysis

point to exposure dose as the most important fector, after dravm linewidth, in determining the

developed CD.

From the analysis, we obtain a measure of both the inter and intra-proximity effects.

Electron beam wnting energy is found to be nearly as significant as dose and plays the major

role in reducing proximity effects by reducing the forward-scattered distribution width of the

beanL Although line pitch plays an important role in determining the magnitude of the inter-
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proximity effects, itwas found that it is possible to ov^come this effect by the proper choice

ofexposure dose. These models are used to guide the choice ofoperating parameters for the

e-beam lithography in diefollowing sections.

2.3.1.2 Patterning Techniques

(a) Single-layer Photoresist

As mentioned in the previous section, the highest resolution resist, PMMA, has poor

plasma etch resistance. Our experiments demonstrated a PMMA etch rate of-90011^111^. in

Chlorine-based plasmas and an etch rate of -lOOnnVmin. in Fluorine-based plasmas. These

rates are too high to permit pattem transfer into the relatively thick absorber layer required for

say Germanium (300nm for 1% EUV photon transmission).

(b) Hard Mask Pattem Transfer

Since a single layer of photoresist alone is insufficient for the transfer of the e-beam

pattem into the absorber material, another technique is attenqited. A hard mask is

investigated for the case ofaGermanium absorber layer with alayer of Aluminum as the hard

mask, as depicted in Figure 2.2 The substrate is coated with the absorber (Ge - 300nm), then

a thin layer of A1 (50nm) is evaporated and finally coated with layer ofPMMA. Electron

beam lithography is used to define the patterns in the top layer of PR. After developing the

PR, the pattem is transferred to the A1 through an anisotropic dry etch in a chlorinated

plasma.

The final step in the process is to transfer the pattem into the bulk Ge. This step is

acconqilished through an anisotropic dry etch in a fiuorinated plasma. The thin aluminum
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layer is not etched by the fluorine in the plasma and is only removed by ion bombardment

which acting on its own is avery slow process (-InnVmin.). The A1 layer therefore serves as

an efflcient hard mask for transfer of the pattern into the Ge absorber layer. Figure 2.2

illustrates the final results. The exact steps and parameters of the process are detailed in

appendix B5.

E-beam pattern PMMA

X-fer pattern to Ge w/ F etch

X-fer pattern to Al w/
Chlorine Etch

Figure 2.2 Hard mask pattern transfer technique developed to pattern a thick Germanium
layer using electron-beam lithography. The e-beam pattern is defined in the top
layer of PMMA PR then transferred to the thin Aluminum layer by a brief
Chlome RE, this thin Aluminum is then used as a hard-mask toetch the thick Ge
film in a Flourine-based RE.



(c) Double Lift-offTechnique

Another approach explored in this work for patterning of sub-lOOnm features employs

two lift-off steps to form the final pattern. The substrate is coated with athick (250nm) layer

of super-hard baked photoresist (SHBPR) with alayer ofPMMA (lOOnm) as the initial image

formation layer.

After PMMA exposure and development, a thin Aluminum layer is evaporated onto

thech^. The first lift-off is then performed in ahath ofacetone heated to 90deg.C The lift

offleaves small dots or lines on the ch^ as shown in Figure 2.3. These small metal formations

are then used as a hard mask to transfer the patterns into the bulk SHBPR. Adry etch is

performed in aparallel plate reactive ion etcher (RE) with an oxygen plasma operating at low

power to insure an anisotropic etch. Over-etching the ch^ further reduces the width ofthe

features. The resulting pillars of SHBPR for the fabrication of pinhole apertures can be seen

in Figure 2.4. The absorber material is then evaporated onto the pillars and ch^. The second

lift off, whkh is a two stq) process first placing the ch^ in a heated bath of acetone that is

also ultrasonically agitated. This bath removes the top caps ofalundnum but does not remove

all of the photoresist (PR) from the bottom comers of the features. This residual PR is

removed from the trenches by a standard descum etch whfch is a non-directional etch

performed in ahigh-powered oxygen-based plasma. An array ofpinholes fabrfcated with this

technique is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.3 Aluminum features on a 0.25^m layer of PR defined by lift-off using e-beam
lithography and thermal evaporation of 30nm of Aluminum.



02 Plasma Etch

Figre 2.4a Pillars of SHBPR; cross-section illustration and SEM micrograph

02 Plasma Etch

Figre 2.4b Double lift-offprocess prior tofinal lift-off; cross-section illustration and SEM microgr^h
Figure 2.4 Pillars of SHBPR defined using an Oxygen-based RIE with the A1 hard mask fi-om

Figure 2.3.



PR Strip w/ PRS-2000

JEOL 40KU 360

Figure 2.5 SEM micrograph of pinholes defined in 80nm of InSb using the double lift-off
technique.
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Figure 2.6b Pinhole array after absorber deposition.

Figure 2.6 Pinholes defined on a120nm silicon nitride membrane by using aDUV stepper
and a Flourine-based RIE to pattern circa 0.25^m features in the nitride film.
The final pinholes are produced by thermal evaporation ofan EUV absorber
material, InSb in this test



23»2 Focused Ion Beam Lithography Approach

23.2.1 Fabrication

The double lift-off technique was successful in fabricating very small features on top of

a substrate, but the use ofLiSb as the absorber precludes plasma processing to etch these

pattens conq>]etely through the substrate membrane itself. Even with a nitride layer asthin as

700A, 45% of the signalis lost in the membrane.

An artifact fiibrication process isdeveloped where the apertures are first patterned in a

thin free-standing silicon nitride membrane by either optical, e-beam, or focus ion-beam (FIB)

lithography followed by absorber evaporation which determines the final width of the

aperture. Initial tests of this technique using optical lithography to define pinholes in the

nitride layer (Appendix B6) were successful infabricating l(X)nm pinholes (see Hguie 2.6).

Silicon nitride membranes are patterned on 4 inch silicon wafers by optical lithography

and an anisotropic etch ofthe silicon following the steps outlined in appendix B2. The nitride

membranes used for these experiments have side length of l(X)pm to reduce background

transmission ofEUV photons through the bulk area ofthe membrane. Athick absorber layer

(lOOnm of InSb) is then evaporated onto the backside of the membrane. This layer serves

three purposes: (1) to further reduce the background transmission ofthe membrane, (2) fill in

membrane defects, and (3) to absorb the **tails" ofthe FEB distribution leaving only the central

portion ofthe beam todefine the opening inthenitride layer.

The initial ^t is cut directly into the nitride membrane from the backside using the

FIB eliminating the conqilicated front-to-back alignment necessary with previous techniques.

The wide tails ofthe FEB profile approximate a Lorentzian distribution resulting in narrow slit

with steep sidewalls in the nitride but a wider profile in the bottom absorber. AFIB aperture
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size of 100)ini is used resulting in ubeum size of SOnm. The total dose required to mill

completely through themembrane/absorber stackis 0.6 Coulombs.

Figure 2.7 SEM micrograph of slit patterns in a TOnm silicon nitride membrane. The
Three sets ofslits shown vary in slit number and pitch. Stress in the nitride
film results in distortion ofthe patterns atall pitches tested.

Figure 2.8 AFIB image ofa 100pm sHt milled using the same FIB with a beam diameter
of 30nm. The patterning of the single slit using 4pm slit segments with 1pm
spacers, prevents nitride film stress firom distorting the resulting slit width.
Imaging with the FIB also removes a portion of the backside InSb absorber
which must be replaced by subsequent deposition to restore the background
attenuation.



Initial apertures where a single continuous FEB cut defines the aperture, are distorted

owing to stress in the Si3N4 layer as seen in Figure 2.7. This problem is overcome by

patterning the single long slit as a series ofsmaller, coUinear, lines. Figure 2.8 shows a FIB

image of a 50pm AIM slit aperture consisting of 20 4pm segments ^aced 5pm apart. The

new milling strategy allows 1pm str^s of Si3N4 between the slit segments to hold the two

edge together and minimize the impaa ofnitride film stress.

The final step ofthe process is the deposition ofadditional absorber layers onto the

firont and backside of the membrane to define the final aperture width and profile. Signal to

noise requirements and the need to repair nitride defects determine the absorber thickness

deposited. Radiation that passes, attenuated, through the bulk of the membrane reduces the

signal to noise ratio of the measurement. The ratio of the number of EUV photons passing

through the AIM aperture to the number ofphotons that pass through the membrane and

absorber film is defined as the alpha ratio (a):

Where Yaim and Tiack represent the respective number of photons passing through the AIM

aperture and the background. For anartifact with N apertures, a is a function of the ratio of

their respective areas (A) times the transmission (T) of that region. Assuming the

transmission through the slit isequal to 1, equation 1simplifies to:

- (2)
N'Luf'W^

^baek(/ baek—N' Igii, ' Tf.
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Where Iaim is the wam are the fength and width, respectively, of the ^lerture and W the side-

length of the squaremembrane.

Then for asingle slit (N=l) of length 50|jm and width 0.1}i.m and assuming asupport

membrane that is square with length 100{Xm, the background transmission required to achieve

a 1% reduction in SNR (a = 100) would be Thack = S^IO*^ which would require a total of

185nm of InSb. If a sUt array of 10 sUts, each 50pm in length, were enq)loyed, the

background transmission requirements drop to5»10"^ or ISOnm ofInSb absorber film.

Although the total absorber thickness requirement is now defined, equation 2 does not

^ecify the sequence of absorber deposition (Le. how much absorber to apply individually to

the back and front sides ofthe membrane apertures). Simulations are conducted to evaluate

the ]nq)act of various physical profiles resulting from different evaporation sequences, on the

responseof the final aperture.

23.2.2 Optimization ofAperture Response through Simulation

The Huygens-Rresnel (H-F) integral is useful in calculating the electrical field incident

on aplane at some distance after passing through an aperture [4]. The H-F equation assumes

an absorber screen ofnegUgible thickness and neglects the effect offinite screen thickness and

aperture taper on the response ofthe aperture. The classical Huygen-ftesnel integral for the

observed field strength (U(x,y)) in two dimensions is expressed by the following equation [4]:

z f f g-M*<+y'n)U(x,y)=-rjJ JU(^,T}) 5 d^-di] (3)
•/ T
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were: r =sqrt[z^+(x-^V(y-Ti)^]

Ifthe aperture is assumed to be acircularly symmetric pinhole aperture, then the distribution

function 11(^,11) can be expressed by the transmittance function:

U(tl) =circ(Vw) (for acircular pinhole aperture) (4)

Where wis the half-width ofthe aperture and q is the radius variable. A&st order

model is constructed assuming that the taper and profile of the aperture are also circularly

symmetric. This can be modeled as avariation in the effective radius through the thickness of

the aperture screen: to. The aperture distribution fiinction now becomes a function ofz as

well as the radial coordinates: U(C,ii,z) and equations 3becomes:

2 f f YU(x,y) =— j J.J U(^,Tl,z) 5 dz-d^-dnJ l dz d^ dTi (5)

where previously the aperture transnrittance was a fiinction only of the raHi... (for circular

apertures), the transnuttance isnow expressed asa function ofz.

tA(z)= circC*<^Vw) (6)

The following sections address the effects of finite thickness on the transmitted wave

and the question of required absorber thickness to neglect any further absorption from the

aperture. There are two cases for small ^)ertures which each have their own special concerns.
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2'D Case

For Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) interferometry utilizing a Point Diffraction

Interfi^ometer (PDI), it is necessary to produce a ^h&rical reference wave [5-6], This

reference wave is produced from a pinhole ap^ture. Producing a ^herical reference wave

with good quality and coherence at 13.4nm requires fabrication ofpinholes on the order of

lOOnm. The pinhole must be circularly symmetric and have nearly unity transmittance.

Furthermore, the desired background transmittance of the screen is on the order of el

Goldberg has used TEMPEST to ^dy, in three dimensions, the propagation of waves

through circularly symmetric pinhole apertures at EUV wavelengths [6]. He considered

apertures consisting ofathin layer of cobalt as an absorbs, with varying sidewall slope.

I'D Case

For the case of the narrow apertures for EUVL AIM, a thin scanning slit '̂ 90nm wide

and 50pm in length is placed in front of aphotodetector. The two are then scanned together

across an image of equal lines and spaces to measure the contrast in the aerial images

produced by a lens as described in chapter 1. In this case, the measured signal is the

convolution of the aerial image with the response function of the scanning slit. It is possible

to deconvolve the measured signal to aixive at amore accurate measure of the aerial image if

the response function ofthe scanning slit is well known.

It is necessary to define some objective criterion on which to base the analysis of the

re^onse of the apertures. The ideal scanning aperture would be a delta function in order to

remove the requirements for signal deconvolution [18-21,27-30]. Therefore, the first criteria

for the optimization is to minimize the half width of the aperture reqionse function.
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Furthermore, since the light transmitted through the aperture must be detected, the second

criteria is to maximize the an^litude of the zero order wave through the aperture (the peak

value of the central lobe).

TEMPEST Simulations

TEMPEST calculates a rigorous solution to Maxwell's equations [7]. TEMPEST

simulations are done to evaluate the response of these one-dimensional slit apertures assuming

no variation in aperture proffle in the transverse (Y) direction. The domain of the 2-D

simulations have 250 nodes in Xand at most 2000 in Z. The relatively small number of total

nodes enable the simulations to be carried out using a local server (Litho). The simulation

conditions are listed in table 2.

Wavelength 13.4nm
Nodes (X, Y. Z) 257,1,512

Boundary Conditions Mirror Symmetry
nioSb (n, k) 0.93531,0.07002

nsDN4 (n, k) 0.97304,0.00914
Table 2.2 List ofTEMPEST aperture simulation conditions

All simulations are done using a plane wave striking the screen at normal incidence.

Although this is not always the case in actual experiments, itis possible to orient the absorber

screen such that the incident wave is perpendicular. Another assufi^>tion is that the EUVL

camera produces a plane wave. Actual systems, such as typical EUV lithography systems

utilizing Schwarzchild optics, produce "light" that is neither a plane wave nor at normal

incidence [8]. The optics have a numerical aperture of 0.08 which mean that the incoming

fields can be thought of as aseries of plane waves varying 4.59 degrees in angle of incidence.
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Furthermore, the central ray of the beam arrives with a non-telecentric angle of12.1 degrees

to the normal Amore accurate simulation of the lOX-I camera can be acconq)lished by plane

wave deconq)osition using the Abbe formulation [31] which involves simulating many discrete

plane waves at angles corresponding to the angles within the NA of the camera. The

sin^lification of using a single plane wave, makes the problem more tractable while still

providing aqualitative comparison ofresponses of the various aperture geometries.

TEMPEST produces a variety of outputs. Figure 2.9 shows an intensity plot ofthe

wave as it propagates through an aperture with a top InSb absorber film (80nm) with

transmittance of0.5%. The output from TEMPEST is the electric field and the intensity in

Figure 2.9 is calculated as the modulus squared of this field. TEMPEST uses polygons to

distinguish regions of differing (complex) refractive index which are outline in white and

labeled in the figure. Standing waves are produced as the wave is reflected from the top

surface. This plot also illustrates the reflection from the side of the aperture wall which is

seen as fringing of the field near the comer of the aperture. While this output is visually

appealing, a more quantitative measure of the aperture response to the plane wave input, is

obtained from a line plot of the intensity at the bottom of the simulation domain shown in

Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.9 Simulated EW image intensity passing through a90nm AIM aperture. Intensity
IS displayed in the plot as brightness (scale on right). TEMPEST uses simple
polygons to dminguish regions of differing (cotnplex) refractive index. T^e
polygons used in this simulation areoutlined in white.
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Figure 2.10 Aline plot of the intensity at the bottom of the simulation domain of Figure 2.9.
These plots are used to define the criteria ofaperture response optimization.

(a) Absorber Film Alone

The first series of TEMPEST simulations assumes athin absorber screen suspended in

free space with SOOnm of air above and below the absorber film. Although this situation is

oversimplified, itprovides insight into the interaction ofEUV light with matter.

Figure 2.11 show responses for several absorber thicknesses ranging from lOnm to

lOOnm. Several features are noted from these simulations. The lOnm thickness layer

produces the largest background transmission and also the lowest peak value. The response
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to a 60nm thick absorber produces both the minimum width of the central lobe and the

maximum peak intensity of all the thicknesses simulated. The toe intensity for the 60nm

absorber is slightly higher around 75nm from the center and slightly lower than the 80nm or

lOOnm.

Awidening of the central lobe occurs near the edge of the aperture at approximately

45nm from the center, seen in this figure. This is a result ofreflection ofthe incident wave

from the absorber sidewall, and can be seen in Figure 2.9 in the fringing ofthe field near the

edges and top comer of the aperture. Increasing absorber thickness has the dual effect of

narrowing the width of these extensions while increasing the magnitude ofthe field in these

locations reaching a maximum around 60nm thickness.

To meet the first criteria of maximizing the central lobe, an absorber film as thick as

possible should be chosen. The limitations on the maximum film thickness is imposed by

aspect ratio issues in the fabrication. However, there is little inq)rovement in both regards for

films diicker than lOOnm.
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Figure 2.11 Line plots of the intensity at the bottom of the TEMPEST simnlarinn domain for
an aperture patterned in afree-standing absorber layer ofvarying thirimp.c»

(b) Absorber w/SI3N4 membrane

The aperture simulations in the previous section indicate that a thicker absorber will

minimize the hniact of the glancing incidence reflections on the width of the aperture

response to the plane wave input as well as reduce the background signal fevel However,

^lertures consisting of a free-standing absorber films are inqiossibte to febricate and it is

necessary to consider the intact of the underlying support structure, namely the Si3N4

membrane, on the EUV aperture reqionse. For the purposes ofthese simnhtinns a nitride
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layer of lOOnm was assumed. Although it ispossible to utilize thinner membranes to reduce

the aspect ratio, thinner membranes are more susceptible to breakage. For this reason, lOOnm

is usedas compromise.

Figure 2.12 illustrates the initial membrane stack before and after FEB milL Adjusting

the focus of the FIB system prior to milling removes aportion of the backside absorber layer

to around 30-50nm as illustrated in the figure. Additional InSb is deposited by thermal

evaporation to replace the lost absorber.

lOQnm

InSb lOOnm

120nm

\ lOQnm
^ \ 30-50nm
< •

380nm

Membrane stack profile prior to HB milL Memteane stack profife after HB milL

Figure 2.12. Illustration of the FIB aperture fabrication showing the membrane stack before
and after the FIB mill step. Aportion ofthe InSb absorber thickness isrenK)ved
bythe FIB during focus adjustment

This section investigates the effect of the backside absorber deposition on the aperture

re^onse. Thermal evaporation of the absorber onto the backside of the artifect reduces the

sidewall angle of the aperture. To evaluate the effect this has on the aperture rei^onse,

simulations are done at five side wall angles ranging from 21 to 36 degrees to the normal

The FIB processing produces an aperture with asidewall angle ofapproximately 36 degrees.

Figure 2.13 shows the intensity at the bottom ofthe simulation domain for each case

simulated from the initial backside angle of 36 degrees to an angle of 21, which coire^onds

to abackside evaporation of around 90nm of absorber film. The widths of the re^onses are
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2.5 times the widths of the re^onses ofthe metal film alone in the previous section. The

width of the response is narrowed by increasing the absorber film thickness deposited.

Nitride

InSbOi \

Position [nm]

-32deg

200 300

g
7
o
CM

Figure 2.13 Inten^y line plots resulting from TEMPEST simulations where the angle of the
material on the bottom side of the aperture in Figure 2.12b is varied. The
aperture profile is shown in the inset

The next set of simulations investigates the effect of a top surface absorber layer on

the aperture response. With this structure, the output intensity, shown in Figure 2.14, is
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essentially independent of angle over the range 21-36 degrees. The sidelobe peaks that

resulted in the widening of the response width in the previous simulations are not present in

these re^onses.
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Figure 2.14 Intensity line plots from TEMPEST simulations of the aperture from Figure 2.13
with a top InSb absorber layer with 1% transmission. The aperture cross-section
used in the simulation is shown in the inset
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(c) Top Absorber Layer Thickness

For the next set of simulations, an ap^ture is considered consisting of the nitride

membrane along with the front and backside absorber layers as in Figure 2.14. For these

simulations, the thickness of the top absorber layer is varied as shown in the inset of Figure

2.15. Since the results from section 2.4.2.2 point to the fact that the angle of the support
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films has little effect on the response of these apertures, these simulations used a l^kside

sidewall angle of36 degrees consistent with aknown ion beam process [9].

Figure 2.15 plots the results of the simulations in which the thickness of the top layer

is varied fi*om 10 ~lOOnm. The plot shows that very thin films produce aslightly higher peak

intensity but at the expense of width. Equally, thick films produce peak intensity loss as well

as broaden the width of the response. There exists a tradeoff here once again between

maximizing the two criteria for response optimization. Asubjective choice of both minimizing

the lobe width and at the same time maximizing the peak intensity is afilm thickness of80nm.
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Figure 2.15 Intensity versus position at the bottom of the TEMPEST simulation domain
where the thickness of the top absorber layer isvaried firom 10- lOOnm.
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(d) Top AbsorberLayer Angle

The physical profile ofthe aperture edge resulting fi-om the thermal evaporation ofthe

InSb is unclear without evaluation with the aid of SEM or TEM. Itis of interest to investigate

how variations in the edge profile of the top absorber layer will affect the aperture re^onse

function. The final set of simulations are carried out once again using the entire aperture

structure firom the previous section with a 80nm top absorber layer. This time the angle ofa

top InSb absorber film near the edge was varied fi-om 90 to 75 degrees. Figure 2.16 shows

the ap^ture re^onse functions that resulted fi'om the simulations as well as the aperture

profile used for the simulations. From the figure we see that the aperture response function is

a sensitive function of the angle of the top absorber layer producing wings on the re^onse

function similar to the case of an absorber layer alone at the large angles.

At three angles (75, 60 &43) the amplitude ofthe central lobe is greater than the that

for the case ofa 90 degree top comer. The intensity gained is due to the summation of the

reflected and diffracted waves. While the FWHM values of these four responses are nearly

identical, the 90 degree top layer results in the minimum response width measured at the first

null of the response.
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Hgure 2.16 Simulated intensity versus position for the aperture defined in Kgure 2.14 where
the angle ofthe top absorber film near the aperture edge is varied. The thfokness
of the top absorber layer used inthesimulations is 80nm.

Simulation Results

These simulations provide an initial gufoe in the folnication process. Several apertures

are manu&ctured using the specifications above. Analysis of the reqranse of the B'tiwl AIM

^)ertures involves SEM cross-section analysis to provide the detailed physical profile of the

^lerture. The actual geometry ofthe aperture is then used in further TEMPEST simnhtinn'!

to measure its response.
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2.4 Aperture Physical Profile Characterization

2.4.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Top-down SEM was performed on several of the slit apertures. This form of

infection will only reveal the width of the ap^ture. SEM micrographs taken on two

microscopes (Jeol-6400 atU.C. Berkeley and Hitachi-800 atSandia) revealed the width ofthe

final apertures to be 90 ± 5nm. A cross-section type inspection is required to view the

physical profileof the apertures.

2.4.2 Process SimulationusingSAMPLE

The U.C. Berkeley process simulation tool SAMPLE is used to predict the profile of

the AIM aperture following the fabrication steps in section 2.3.2. The simulations assume a

hemishperical deposition source. Figure 2.17 shows the initial structure used in the

simulations and the resulting profile after the deposition of a 90nm InSb layer where the

separate curves rq)resent profiles at 10second time steps during thesimulation.
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Figure 2.17 Suited cross-sectional profites from SAMW^ after the dqtosidon of90iim of
InSb from ahemiqiheifcal source onto the iiackside of the AIM aperture. The
^>eiture profite after FIB nfU is dqncted in (a). The profiles at 10
Simulation steps during the deposition are plotted in (b).
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The half-angle of the hemispherical dq>osition source in these simulations is 45

degrees. To investigate the ^fect of source angle on the profile, several simulations are

conducted where the source angle is varied. The resulting profiles, shown in Rgure 2.18,

shown little variation when the source angle is varied from 5to 90 degrees.
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Figure 2.18 Simi^ted profiles from SAMPLE after the dqtosition of 90nm of InSb from a
hemispherical source with varying half-angle, onto the N^cksidf of the AIM
aperture.

To simulate the second (front-side) absorber dqiosition, the final profite from Figure

2.17a is inverted and used as the starting profile for the dqiosition of another 90nm InSb

absorber layer. Rgure 2.19 shows the apeitait profile at 10 second time steps during the

simulation of the deposition and the final profile together with the starting profile and the



profile following the first back-side deposition. Again the efifea ofhemispherical source angle

are investigated using SAMPLE simulation. The resulting aperture profiles plotted in Rgure

2.20 show avariation in thickness near the aperture t^of 15nm between the 5and 90 degree

curves.
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Figure 2.19 Simulated cross-sectional profiles from SAMPLE after the deposition of 90nm of
InSb onto the frontside of the AIM aperture. The starting profile for the
simulations is the inverted final profile from Figure 2.18. The curves represent
profiles at 10 second simulation steps.
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Figure 2.20 Simi^ted profiles fi*om SAMPLE after the d^oshion of 90iim of InSb from a
hemispherical source with varying half-angle, onto the frontside of the AIM
aperture.

2.43 Focused Ion Beam Cross-section

The technique of using aFIB to perform the cross-sectioning is acommon procedure

in micro-electronics. The FIB mills away aportion of the structure then SEM inq)ection is

performed to analyze the sidewall profile or device structure. This technique is applied to the

evaluation of the physical profile ofthe EUVL AIM apertures.

Amaterial is deposited into the aperture to preserve the sidewall features during the

milling process. This process is referred to as'Tossilization". The choice of material for the
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fossilization is based upon SEM imaging concerns. It is desirable to produce ahigh contrast

between the fossilization material, the InSb absorber, and the nitride membrane lay^s.

Aluminum is selected as the fossilization material since it has an atomic number of 13

con^ared to 49 for In and 51 for Sb. To conrgiletely enclose the ^lerture, SOOnm ofA1 is

deposited onto the backside of the membrane by thermal evaporation. This is followed by an

identical evaporation ofanother lOOnm onto die front side ofthemembrane.

The next step in the cross-sectioning process is to mill completely through the aperture

membrane with the A1 metalization. Figure 2.21 shows a FIB image of a test ap^ture

conplete to this step which shows two FIB mills in the membrane. One is across a setof 10

aperture slits while the other isa mill through a longer single slit. This mernbrane can now be

viewed in cross-section with a SEM to analyze the details of the slit. Figure 2.22 is a SEM

image ofthe same membrane sample after asecond FIB mill process to relieve stress.

Figure 2.23 shows a SEM micrograph of one such slit. There exists good contrast

between the A1 fossilization metal and the InSb absorber layers as well as delineation ofthe

Si3N4 support membrane layer. This cross-section profQe from the SEM micrograph is

compared to the simulated profile in Hgure2.19.
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Figure 2.21 FIB image of a test aperture where two large rectangles are cut in the artifect
using acoarse FIB to prepare for SEM cross>section inspection.



Hgure 2.22 SEM micrograph ofsame artif^tpictured more HB
mills to relieve stress in the nitride membrane to achieve amore accurate image
ofthe AIM slit cross-section. The stress in the large opening has relaxed while
considerable stress remains in the long single slit on the left side of the figure.

•T

Figure 2.23 SEM micrograph of the AIM slit cross-section. The width of the sUt aperture is
approximately 90nm. The image provides good delineation of the three
materials, Al, InSb, and Si3N4.



2.4.4 Final Response Function Characterization

With a clear picture of the physical profile of the aperture, this information is used to

arrival ata more accurate simulation ofthe response function ofthe aperture as mentioned in

section 2.4.2.4. Using the final aperture geometry fi-om Figures 2.19b, TEMPEST run are

carried out under the same conditions as previous simulations. Figure 2.24 shows the

resulting reqionse ofthe real aperture plotted along with the optimum aperture defined from

earlier simulations. The only difference in the two responses is in the peak of the first

diffracted order. The theoretical optiinization of the fabrication process using TEMPEST

simulations are successful in predicting die optimum aperture profile.

Incomplete Geometiy
— Complete Geometiy

Position [nm]
200 300

Figure 2.24 Simulated intensity at the bottom of the simulation domain from TEMPEST
simulations using the conplete geometry defined by Figure 2.19b as well as
usmg the inconqilete geometric model from the "optimum" aperture defined by
initial simulations as in Figures 2.15 and 2.16.
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2.5 Conclusion

Several absorbs materials and iabrication techniques are investigated for the

manufacture of sub-lOOnm scanning apertures for EUVL AIM. Several techniques are

developed for the fabrication of scanning pinholes and slits using e-beam lithography.

AHgnment and etch issues are avoided by the use of FIB lithography for the patterning of the

apertures. Several EUVL AIM artifacts are successfully fabricated and characterized with

respect to both the artifact's physical profile and response to incident EUV radiation.
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3.1 Introduction

Chanter 3

AIM SystemDesign

EUVLf system &t Sdiidts W3S ongiiisify designed ss n testbed for

printing patterns in photoresist only [1 2], The wafer rests on by three wainii-c^ steel balls

that define the image plane. A large mass placed on top of the wafer locks it to the

camera in an attenpt to reduce the uiipact of system vibration on the imaging

performance. Locking the wafer to the camera ensures that camera vibrations couple to

the wafer and the two vibrate together. There existed no scanning stage at the wafer on

the original system design. Different field sites wcto eiq>osed by physically pushing the

wafer and weight together as they rested on top of the three stainless balls. There also

existed no means by which to move or align the mask stage. Figure 3.1 shows the lOX-I

EUVL projection lithography testbed.

Image monitoring and at-wavelength lateral shearing interferometry experiments

required anew mask and wafer stage design. The first requirement for AIM experiments

is angular rotation of one of the planes for image-to-artifact alignment. The second

requirement is the capability of fine scanning motion in one or both of the planes. The

wafer stage must be capable of movement in steps of 5nm relative to the projected aerial

image (Chapter 1). This is accomplished by scanning the wafer plane artifact relative to

the image or by scanning the image relative to the artifact with the latter relaxing the

minimum step requirement to SOnm. The AIM and int^:fBarometry experiments share the
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Figure 3.1 lOX-I EUV imagtag system cutview illustrating the target chamber,
interconnecting vaccum housing, and wafer chamber. Courtesy of Daii
Tichenor

requirement of theta alignment but the positioning requirements for the interferometery

experiments are on placement accuracy not minimum step.

3.2 Mechanical Hardware Design

Scanning wafer and mask stages are designed and built .Sanrfia to meet the

requirements of both experiments. Both the object and image planes stages have the

capabiHty of fine and coarse motions. Pico-motos provide coarse stege motion as

descnbed in Chapter 1. The fine motion of both stages is accomplished ly piezo-electric
stacks with capacitive position sensors in a closed loop feedback configuration. The
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piezo-electric stacks purchased have alinear range of ISjun with anunimutn stq) size of
Inm. This provides adequate scanning distance for both high resolution AIM scans and a

2jt phase shift for lateral shearing interferometry using a12nin pitch grating [3-4].

The mask stage is shown in Figure 3.2 installed in the wafer vacuum chamber.

m

1

Figure 3.2 Qoss-section view of wafer chandler with new mask stage inciaUH The wafer
plane shown is the original design illustrating the previous method of wafer
positio^g involving amechanical arm that pushes the wafer as it rests on the
three SS balls that define die image plane. Courtesy ofSandia National tahc

This figure illustrates the previous image plane system with the wafer mechanically pushed
across the three balls that define the image plane. Rgure 3.2a shows the mechanical

motor that controls the Z-height of the mask plane to adjust the focal plane of the image.
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Figure 3.3 shows a top-down view of the new mask stage. The mask, which

consists ofan optical flat with a Si-Mo multi-layer coating, is loaded in to position Aof

Figure 3.3. The mask pattern is typically defined by patterns in agold absorber layer. The

mask is held in position with a spring-loaded set screw (B in Figure 3.2). The theta

motion is acconq)lished by a pico motor (C in Figure 3.2) used to push a lever arm to

rotate the object plane.

Figure 3.4 shows the wafer plane stage. The three balls that previously had

defined the image plane were removed. In their place is acast aluminum "skirt" (labeled

Ain Figure 3.4) on top of the lOX reduction Schwarzchild camera (labeled Bin Figure

3.4). The top of this skirt contains three larger balls that provide akinematic mount for

the wafer stage plate mounted on top. As well as the positioning motors, this plate

(labeled Cin Figure 3.4) contains the cross-roller bearing stages to provide stage motion.

The wafer stage is designed with a large cutout in the center of the plate that allows for

the insertion of a stainless cup (labeled Din Figure 3.4) into the stage. The cup is

kinematically mounted in the wafer stage. The scanning motion is acconqilished by

pushing the cup together with the stage on the crossed-roUer bearings across the projected

aerial image. The wafer plane is defined by the top surface of astainless plate mounted to

the bottom of the cup. These mechanically polished plates provide less than l|im of

variation across the entire top surface that defines the image plane. The three adjustable

height balls (labeled E in Figure 3.4) on the cup provide a kinematic mount to the wafer

stage and also adjust wafer plane tilt. The scanning aperture described in chapter 2 is

mounted, membrane side down, onto the center cut-out defined on the cup plate. The
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Figure 3.3 Top-down view of the mask stage illustrating the mounting of the multilayer
mask and the pico-motors that control coarse stage motion. Theta is controlled
by the left pico-motor. Courtesy ofSandia National Labs.

6mm circular cut-out in the center of the wafer plane plate is acconq)lished by electro-

discharge machining techniques to prevent distortion of the planaiity of these plates.

The modifications provide motion capabilities in the object plane in X, Y, Z, and

Theta with fine motion capabiKties in the Xdirection only. Mask movement in the Z

direction controls the focal plane. In the image plane there exists coarse motion

capabiUties in Xand Ywith fine motion in the Ydirection. The image plane stage is

designed to allow 90 degree rotation for fine scans in the orthogonal direction. Both the

plate on top of the skirt and the cup, relative to the plate, can be independently rotated 90
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degrees relative to each other to provide versatility. Alternatively, fine scans in the

orthogonal direction may be performed by scanning die object plane.

The final stage modification is the design of a photodiode cup and holder plate

which insure that the photodiode is positioned close behind the scanning aperture. The

limits are due to the diffraction of the incident beam as it passes through the aperture. To

m

Figure 3.4 Cross-section view of lOX-I Schwarzchild camera and wafer stage. The wafer
plane is defined by the top suifece of the plate connected to the cup which is
kinematically mounted on the movable wafer stage. The piezo stack that
controls fine scans is to the right of the cup and normal to the page. One of the
pico-motors is sho^ to the right of the image plane cup. The cup and plate that
hold the diode are inserted into the image plane cup di^layed here. Courtesy of
Sandia National Labs.
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maximize the available photon flux signal and signal to noise ratio (SNR), the specification

is that the diode should capture aU of the energy in the central lobe of the diffraction

pattern. From the Fraunhofer diffraction theory the magnitude ofthe electric field in the

far field is given as the Fourier transform of the aperture. For the 1-D case where the

aperture is a top-hat function, the resulting diffraction patten takes the form of the sine

function, the first null of which occurs at distance firom the center: Ax = (5l»z)/(2*w),

where Xis the wavelength, wis the half-width ofthe aperture and z is the distance from

the aperture to the image plane (photodiode to aperture spacing distance). The fiill lateral

length of the photodiode is 960^m, therefore the value Ax =480nnL Then for an aperture

half-width ofw=50nm and X=13.4nm, we find that the diode must be placed at or closer

than:

z= =2*480^m ♦ (^^/i3.4nm) =3.58mm (1)

The aperture itself is on the front surface of a SOO^im thick silicon wafer ch^.

The ch^ has 70nm ofnitride layer along with approximately 200nm of InSb absorber.

Furthermore, the height of the bonding wire for most of the photodiodes was

approximately 200^m. Therefore, the total distance from the front of the aperture to

closest possible physical position of the photodiode is equal to: 3.S8mm -

(0.5mm+0.2mm+70nm+200nm) = 2.61mm. This means that the diode must be at or

closer than 2.6mm behind the back edge ofthe membrane ch^. Asimilar result is found if

the scanning aperture is acircularly symmetric pinhole. In this case the diffraction pattern

will be the "Air/' pattern with half width of the pattern being equal to (0.61*X*z)/w. For

the case ofthe pinhole aperture, the diode must be placed within -2.0mm.
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A cup is designed and built to hold the diode in its TO-18 package. The diode

plate mounts to the bottom ofthe cup and provides adjustment ofthe position ofthe plate

and diode relative to the center of the image field. The diode, plate, and cup were

designed to be inserted into the cup which holds the aperture ch^. The alignment ofthe

photodiode to the center ofthe diffraction pattern done on an optically with the aid ofa

short working distance telescope and aCCD camera, accounted for the non-telecentricity

ofthe imaging system. The cup and plate bring the top surface ofthe diode within 1mm

of the image plane. Metal sheet stock shims raise the diode cup to the appropriate height

3.3 Signal Collection Electronics

Ablock diagram ofthe signal collection electronics is shown in Figure 3.5. The

EUV photons that pass through the narrow scanning q)erture impinge upon an EUV

sensitive photodiode, are collected, and then an^lified by the a charge sensitive an^lifier

(CSA). The output pulse of the pre-aii:q)lifier is input to a pulse shaper then gated-

integrator (G/I) and sanq)le and hold (S/H) circuitry before being sanq)led by the

computer.

+HV

CSA Pulse

Shaper
G/I

S/H
Computer

Figure 3.5 Block diagram of signal collection electronics train for EUVL AIM
experiments.
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As discussed in chapter 1, the photodiode opoates in the photoan^etk mode such

that the photo-generated charge is integrated onto afeedback c^acitance. Rgure 3.6

shows the electrical connection of the detector, preamplifier, and t»as network. The Was

network consists of the two high-voltage (HV) capacitors in parallel with the diode

low leOM
W*

IWUT

T-RC

t I 'povrrpuT

Figure 3.6 Electrical connecdon ofphotodiode and preamplifier. Reference
[8].

detector together with the 1, 10, and lOCMQ resistors in series from the +HV supply.

The signal is AC coupled through aInF HV capacitor to the gate of the input junction

field effect transistor (JFET). The resistor Rcontrols the drain current of the input JFET.

No feedback capacitor (C^ is used in the circuitry. Instead the terminals of the IGfl

feedback resistor (R,) provWe aQof 0.25pF thus giving apulse exponential decay time x

=RA of 250psec which was experimentally verified. The gain of the amplifier stage is
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defined by the value of Q and is given by Gain = 1/Q [Yolts/^icoCoulomb] (Q in

picoFarads) or 0.66 pV/electron. Two high-gain pre-anq)]ifier boxes are constructed.

The first utilizes the 0.25pF of the feedback resistor while the lower gain box uses an

actual IpF valued discreet capacitor with a 300MG resistor providing a pulse T of

300psec. The low-gain pre-anplifier box is used in experiments with higher flux to

prevent saturation ofthe pre-amp which occurs atan ou^ut voltage of+3.0V.

Low-frequency noise is proportional to the ratio of detector and feedback

capacitance (CVQ) [5] where Qis the feedback capacitor value used in the pre-amplifier

stage and Cj is the capacitance of the photodiode. The detector capacitance is reduced by

the application of a reverse bias voltage. The diode manufacture quotes a zeo-bias

detector capacitance of 22pF [6], and the estimated detector capacitance for a 9V bias is

6pF, and 2pF for a 50V bias.

The diode (the AXUV-3EL from International Radiation Detector (IRD)) is built

using the arsenic laser-annealed implant into a Ift-cm p-epi silicon laye [5], and thin

oxide (8nm) descnbed in section 1.3.3.1. These diodes have no doped dead-region and

zero surface recombination resulting in near theoretical quantum efficiencies to EUV

photons. Their cross-section and reported quantum efficiencies are shown in Figure 3.7

[6]. Since leakage current is directly proportional to the area of the diode, we selected a

diode with a small area [(0.96mm)^] to maximize the SNR. The dark current for this

diode is lOOpA with a shunt resistance value of IGD.

The preamplifier, the A250 charge sensitive preamplifier from AMPTEK Inc. [8],

permits the use ofan external field effect transistor (FET) which allows the FET to be

matched to the particular detector capacitance. This allows the selection ofan ultra-low
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noise FET since the majority of the noise contribution wfll be from the first stage of

amplification, in this case the thermal noise of the iiqrut stage FET. The FET used for our

circuitiy is the 2SK147, The use ofa9V battery for the detector reverse bias results in an

estunated detector capacitance of 6pF. Preamplifier ouqrut rise time in this configuration

is 3nsec and the output noise is 0.5 keV full width half maximum (FWHM) in Si, or the

equivalent noise charge (ECN from chqtter 1) of137 electrons RMS. Table 1 lists the

specifications ofthe preamplifier.

1 two —

100 —

0.1

wavoenqihcA)

10 100 1.000 10.000
Photon Enoigy (oV)

QUANTUM EFFICIENCY OF
AXUV StUCON PHOTODiOOES

Figure 3.7 Quantum efficiency and cross-sectional illustration of the AXUV Silicon
photodiode,Reference[6].
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[8].

Sensitivity (w/Cf=0.25pF) 0.64uV/electron
Noise at room temp. 100 electrons

Gain-BW product (fr) > 300MHz
Trise with lOOpF load 4.5ns

The output of the pre-anq)lifier stage is connected through 10 feet of shielded

coaxial cable to the input of a nuclear pulse amplifier (an EG&G ORTEC model 673

Spectroscopy Amplifier and Gated Integrator). The well documented [9 - 15] technique

of pulse shaping for nuclear instrumentation takes the low level pulse from detectors or

pre-amplifiers and transform it into an output pulse more suitable for measurement and

analysis through anqilification and filtering. Band-limiting the input pulse reduces low and

high frequency noise. The pulse shaper used in these experiments is a gaussian shaper

with a single differentiation foUowed by three integration stages. The shaping time

constant of 2psec accommodates the maximum adjustable integration time on the G/l

which is set to 15p,sec. The gain is set to 500X for the single slit scans and 20X for knife-

edge scans to produce output pulses below the input threshold of the Gfi (+2.0V).

The output pulse height, which holds the information contained in the original

pulse, is maintained precisely. The detector and prean^lifier determine the shape,

magnitude, and noise content of the input signal to the main amplifier. Pulse rise time is

determined by the detector characteristics, and the decay time by the resistance and

capacitance appearing at the terminals of the detector. For the best possible SNR, the

capacitance is kept as low as possible and resistance as high as possible. The resistance

seen between the input and output terminal of the prean^lifier for this experiment is IGG

and the feedback capacitance is 0.25pF providing aVe pulse decay time of 250^sec. Such
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large values can be used since pulse-pile-up is not an issue as the pulse repetition time

(PRT) of the laser is 50msec.

The ou^ut ofthe pulse shaper is applied to agated-integrator (G/I) combined with

san^le-and-hold (S/H) circuitry (an SRS model 242 Gated Integrator and Boxcar

Averager). The gain of the G/I is used to adjust the signal output voltage to a level

appropriate for voltage sanpling. The voltage level jfrom the S/H is read into aconputer

with ananalog-to-digital converter (ADC) board.

Asignificant amount time was spent in the reduction ofcircuit and system noise.

The noise reduction measures that had the most inpact are the following (listed in order of

inportance): Matching the capacitance of the detector to the capacitance of the input

FET (choice of correct FET), the use of batteries as the power supply for the pre-anp

stage and detector biasing, the use of short and well shielded signal cables the use of

differential voltage measurements, ensuring that any high voltage lines are separated fi-om

the signal line, and pulse processing (band-limiting) the pre-amp ouput pulse. The SNR

was also inproved by wrapping the shielded signal cable fi-om the photodiode around a

metal torroid to provide alossy inductor inthe circuit path [16].

TTie electronic noise floor of the total signal collection electronic train is quantified

by measuring the voltage levels under normal EUV system operation using a single SO^im

X 0.1pm slit artifact. The measured SNR is 12 for single-shot operation conpared to the

13 calculated in section 1.3. The measured SNR is 20 taking the average of 5 shots and

25 for 10-shot averaging with diminishing returns beyond 10 samples.
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3.4 Software Design

The Labview software package from National Instruments is used for the

development of the con^uter interface for the AIM experiments. It is a visual-based

programming language similar to the Visual-BASIC or Visual-C programming languages

which facilitate the design of 'Sdrtual instrumentation" in that several common functions

such as graphs, diq)lays, dials, indicators, etc... exist as pre-programmed modules. The

Labview program automates data collection with all the associated timing issues, controls

the motion of the pico-motors (analog output), and drives the Q/l piezo-electric stack

(GPIB interface). The software capabilities allow for the conplete automation of the AIM

experiments. With the software it is also possible to automate the resist exposure process

in a more user-friendly environment

Initial versions of the software stepped the Q/l stage into position, fired a single

shot of the laser, performed the data collection, and then again stepped the Q/l stack and

repeated the entire sequence. The laser single-shot capability is acconq)lished by Labview

software written to "spoil" the Q-switch of the solid state laser by controlling the timing of

the Q-switch. To achieve laser emission the Q-switch sync pulse is sent at the moment of

peak inversion in the laser. If this pulse is sent at a later time, there will be no

photoemission, and the energy will be diss^ated as heat in the laser rods. This technique

results in poor laser performance with regard to shot-to-shot energy density uniformity.

This laser is tuned for optimum performance at 20Hz and is not designed for single shot

operation. The modified software sin5)ly opens the laser shutter at the beginning of the

AIM scan and closes it again at the end. Contamination of the condenser due to
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unmeasured laser shots is minimized since the PRT of the laser is 50msec and the <a-wiing

timeof the Q/1 is 50|xsec.

3.5 Detector Calibratioii/Normalization

The use ofareference detector minimizes the effect of pulsC'to-puise variations in

EUV flux at the image plane. Sources of flux variance include laser source variations,

target positioning, and laser-to-target alignment. The standard practice uses an identical

detector to measure the incident source flux. The voltage measured with the image plane

detector is divided by the voltage from the reference detector to reduce the inqiact of

shot-to-shot variations in the measured image plane signal The small image spot size of

lOX-I precludes positioning of areference detector at the image plane. There also exists

no EUV beam spKtter by which aportion of the beam could be diverted to impact the

reference detector. The normalization detector (ND) used for these experiments is shovm

in Figure 3.1.

Problems exist with the use ofthe ND as a normalization detector. First, it is not

an identical detector to the image plane silicon p-n junction detector. It is unclear from

the outset if response of the ND is linear in this flux region. Asecond problem is the

location ofthis detector. There exists an optical path difference of58.9 cm between the

ND and AIM detectors. There wiU be areduction in the number EUV photons due to the

relatively short attenuation length in Krypton gas (7p = 2345cmVg). The exponential

attenuation ofthe photon flux will provide an added non-linearity to the normalization

efforts. At an operting pressure of lOOmTorr, 2.1% ofthe EUV flux is lost in 1cm and
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72% of the signal is lost in the 58.9 cm from the ND to the AIM PD. Therefore, it is

necessary tomonitor pulse-to-pulse variations inthe system pressure.

Both of the obstacles listed in the preceding paragraph are overcome by calibration

ofthe AIM detector to the ND detector and system pressure. The calibration takes the

form of taking many measurements of the two detector signals along with a correlated

pressure reading while the object and image planes are held fixed. Variations are induced

in the flux at the two planes by slightly opening and closing the condenser lens aperture

stop during the calibration run. The pressure is also varied 7-10% by slight adjustment of

the throttle-valve controller to simulate the magnitude of pressure variations seen during

actual resist exposures. The resulting data is fit to amodel using multi-variant regression

which provides the significance of each of the model parameters (ND voltage and

pressure). Although the non-linearity associated with pressure variations is exponential, a

multi-variant linear regression analysis is justified since the exponential may be expressed

interms ofapolynomial expansion.
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Figure 3.8 Linear regression model fit for AIM PD normalization with associated multiple
analysis of variance (MANOVA)table.
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Figure 3.9 Plot of the whole model test from Rgure 3.8 illustrating the result of the model
fit. The solid line represents the model fit while the dashed lines represent the
95% confidence interval curves, and the dots rqiresent the raw data fitted to the
model.
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The technique enq>loyed is to fit a model involving allprimaiy tenns, higher order

t^ms (to 3rd order), cross-correlation terms, and a DC offset the use of a Mult^le

Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) table. Hgure 3.8 shows such a model fit with the

resulting parameter coefficient table along with the MANOVA analygk results. The

average of the measurements, root mean squared (RMS) error, and total number of

observations are listed in the top section ofRgure 3.8 labeled Summary ofFit. Significant

terms are determined by conqiaring the F-ratios in the Effect Test box of the MANOVA

table that tabulates the degrees offreedom (DP) used to calculate the Sum ofSquares, F-

ratios, and significance ofeach term. An F-ratio of2 means that a term has a 50% chance

of being significant to the dependent variable. Larger F-ratio numbers indicate a higher

probability of significance. Fromanalysis of the F-ratios for the terms in the Effect Test

portion ofthe figure, itcan be seen that the terms involving ND have ahigher F-ratio than

terms involving the pressure and the cross-interaction term ND*PRESS is the most

significant

Figure 3.9 is a plot of the Whole-Model Test and the analysis of variance

(ANOVA) table for the fit. The solid line in Figure 3.9 is the model fit, the dashed lines

are the 95% confidence interval curves, and the dots rqiresent the raw data plotted versus

predicted values. The Analysis ofVariance summary is listed below the model plot. The

averaging provided by the large number ofdata points results in the high value ofF-ratio

(10.96).
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Figure 3.10 Plot of AIM PD and ND voltages illustrating the results of the normalization

techniques. The data is taken by meauiing successive voltage reading from the
AIM system with all stage positions fixed.

Figure 3.10 shows the results of the normalization techniques. The top line is the

AIM PD signal and the bottom line is ascaled version of the ND voltage signal The flux

variation from the condenser lens aperture stop is apparent in the signal dips. The middle

line is the normalized AIM signal Note that the large flux variations have been

completelyremoved from the normalizeddata.

Although we achieved a measure of success modeling the non-linearities of the

system, it is desirable to remove the variability associated with the fluctuating krypton

pressure entirely. Pressure variations were removed by replacing the existing Roots-type
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blower pun^ with a new Scroll-type punp. With the new punq), the system pressure

varied by only 0.3% (3a). New normalization runs resulted in the removal of the krypton

pressure from themodel The F-ratio ofpressure in thenew datasets was less than 0.5in

all cases indicating that pressure is no longer a significant frctor in predicting the EUV

flux at the image plane. This feet permits fitting the normalization model using only DC

and ND terms.

Ifthe data in Figure 3.10 and similar experiments are separated into regions based

upon the magnitude of the ND signal voltage levels and separate models fit to each region,

it is found that there exist two separate operating regimes of the ND. In the low-flux

region the output signal is nearly proportional to the square of the number of incident

photons (7* ®). In the high-flux regime the response is more linear (7^-^). Under typical

operating conditions, the available source flux collected by the condenser will put the ND

in the nearly linear region and typically does not vary enough to d^ into the square-law

operating regime.

Several calibration runs resulted in a model for normal operating conditions, with

no artificial variations ofpressure orEUV flux. The model consisted ofDC and ND terms

only. Fourdifferent model fits to the data are tabulated below.

Model # Model F-Ratio
1. AIM = AIMn + Ci*ND + 9236
2. AIM = Ci»ND + C2«Niy 209322
3. AIM = AIMo + Ci*ND 256145
4. AIM = Ci*ND 372299

Table 2. Normalization Models and Measure of model fit (F-Ratio).
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Model number 4, which is the single linear model with no DC intercept term, is

now the best fit to the experimental calibration data. The efect of the systematic DC

offset is removed by routing the ND pulse through an hlenth^ G/I-S/H gtage as the AIM

PD signal which has provisions for zero-level adjustment

3.6 Conclusion

Hardware built by Sandia staff &ci]itate both AIM experiments and

inteiferometery etqteriments on the lOX-I EUVL test bed. Specifically, mask and wafer

stages are built to allow fine (3nm minimum step) and coarse (25mm) poshbning of the

object and image planes in either axis (X, Y). The work of this thesis involves q)ecifying

the hardware requirements, as well as installation, test, and calibration. Additional work

involves software designed using Labview visual-based data acquisition programming

language, to allow the con^lete automation of AIM etqietiments including all aspects of

the timing ofthe test bed operations, timing and control, and data collection.

Signal collection electronics are selected to provide compatibility with AIM

experiments in the EUV including asmall-active area EUV sensitive photodiode, an ultra-

low noise preamplifier, and pulse shaping anqilifiers. Careful design of the prean^ilifier

box was found to be inportant to the successful anqilifiation of the low-flux signals

including avoiding contamination of the pre-anqi components. Noticeable contamination

effects include fingerprints which provide anoisy conduction path around the outside of

the IGQ feedback resistor. Insulation to EMI is provided by acast aluminum box. The

measured SNR of the AIM system is 12 for single sHt (50nm X O.ljim) artifact

measurements compared the the theoretically calculated value of 13.
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Chapter 4

EUVL System and Vibration Issues

4.1 Vibration Reduction Measures

There are several major sources ofvibration on the cmrent lOX-I EUVL system.

The vacuum pun^ that rests on the floor couples vibration modes up through the laser

table legs to the vacuum chamber. The system also has installed a large flywheel rotating

at 20KRPM referred to as a "chopper** [1-4]. This chopper is part of the attenpt to

reduce ejecta from the solid metal target from d^ositing on the condenser lens.

Significant increase in condenser lens lifetime was observed after the installation of this

chopper. The wafer chamber was located on the same laser table as the target chamber so

vibration from the chopper coupled through the table and also from the target chamber to

the wafer chamber through the solid metal vacuum flange that connected the two.

Several measures are taken in an attenq)t to reduce the system vibration including

separating the two chambers onto individual laser tables in an atten^t to reduce the

magnitude of the vibration from the target chamber and chopper to the wafer chamber

through the table. The solid metal vacuum flange is also replaced by a flexible bellows to

reduce the vibration from the target chamber to the wafer chamber through the vacuum

housing.

Another vibration isolation measure is installation ofa thick Sorbothane layer [12].

between the vacuum pump and the laboratory floor. Ahalf-inch thick layer ofSorbothane

and a thin piece ofaluminum sheet stock is installed under each table leg. Sorbothane is

thermoset, polyether based, polyurethane material designed for high energy absorption by
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turning mechanical energy into heat. The 0.5 inch Sorbothane with durometer value of70

is selected for loads between 1700-2500 lbs.

4.2 EUVL System Vibration Measurements

4.2.1 Transducer Measurements

To evaluate the effectiveness of these vibration suppression attenpts, transducer

measurements are taken at three locations on the system: On the vacuum table near the

target chamber, on the second vacuum table near the wafer chamber, and at the wafer

plane directly on top of the three stainless steel (SS) balls that defined the image plane.

Two sets of measurements are taken at each location; one before and another after the

improvements listed in section 4.1 are implemented. Initial vibration spectrum plots reveal

that all significant vibration modes occurs at fi-equencies below 1.6kHz. The output

transducer measurements in the spectrum plots are dbV„n», which is dBm referenced to

ImV. To investigate the contribution of the mechanical punp and the chopper to system

vibration, several transducer measurements were taken each location with each on and off.

Figures 4.1-4.4 show the results of these measurements which plot the magnitude of the

vibration frequency components versus ft^equency from 0(DC) to 1.6kHz.

Early attempts were made to isolate the major sources of system vibration.

Figures 4.1a and 4.1b are two vibration power spectrum plots, again taken on top of the

image plane balls before and after, respectively, the vibration suppression measures of

section 4.1. These measurements are taken with the vacuum pump on and the chopper off

(ie., stationary). Aconparison of the plots reveals that several of the vibration modes
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were reduced in magnitude including peaks at 360, 724, and 1068 Hz. There is a

significant reduction in the vibration which is attributed to the chopper and to the efiforts

to isolate the wafer vacuum chamber from the rest ofthe system (ie. the sorbothane under

the punp and vacuum table legs and utilization ofthe lossy vacuum bellows and isolation

mounts).
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Figure 4.1 Vibration power spectrum data for transducer-head measurements taken on
top of the three image plane balls with the vacuum punp on and the chopper
off. The figures plot the log magnitude of the transducer-head measurement
in dBvnns versus frequency taken the average of 100 sanples to improve the
signal to noise. The two plots represent the vibration of the BUY system
before (plot (a) dated 08-29-95) and after (plot (b) dated 12-18-95) the
vibration suppression efforts outlined in section 4.1 including the separation
of the system onto two tables and the insertion of sorbothane dan^eners.
The plots show the effectiveness of these efforts in suppressing vacuum
pump vibration that couples to the image plane.
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Figure 4.2 Vibration power ^ectnim data for transducer-head measurements taken on
top of the three image plane balls with the vacuum pump and the chopper
off. The figures plot the log magnitude of the transducer-head measurement
in dBvnns versus fi'equency under the same measurement conditions as the
previous measurements where the two plots represent the vibration of the
EUy system before and after the vibration suppression efforts outlined in
section 4.1. The plots show the effectiveness of these efforts in suppressing
transient vibration that couples from the room and floor to the image plane.
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Isolating the major contributors of the vibration we now look at random vibration

from the floor that couple up the table legs to the wafer chamber and camera. Figures

4.2a and 4.2b are the results oftransducer measurements once again taken on the three SS

balls before and after, respectively, the vibration suppression measures. Both of these

measurements are taken with both the chopper and vacuum pump off. The vibration

measured now couples up from the ground or through the connection between the target

and wafer chambers (previously a solid piece of stainless, currently a flexible bellows).

The plots show reductions in vibration modes at 240, 246,568,765, and 1076Hz with the

most significantreduction of 25dbVms at 296Hz.

To isolate and measure the impact of separating the single laser table into two,

transducer measurements are taken on the table adjacent to the wafer vacuum chamber.

This data provides information concerning the magnitude of chopper vibrations that

couple to the wafer chamber through the table versus the coupling path through the direct

vacuum connection between the chambers. Figures 4.3a and 4.3b show the resulting

vibration spectrum plots of these measurement taken with both the punp and the chopper

on, again before and after, respectively, the vibration suppression measures of the previous

section. Several vibration modes are attributed to coupling through the old table. All

vibration nodes at frequencies above IkHz were suppressed entirely with a 25dbVrms

suppression at 1240Hz. Several of the lower frequency modes are also reduced, namely:

988,912,704,592,340, and 72 Hz.
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Figure 4.3 Vibration power spectrum data for transducer-head measurements taken on
the wafer vacuum chamber table, adjacent to the vacuum chamber. The
measurements are taken with the vacuum pun^ and the chopper on. The
figures plot the log magnitude of the transducer-head measurement in dBvms
versus frequency under the same measurement conditions as the previous
measurements where the two plots represent the vibration of the BUY
system before and after the vibration suppression efforts outlined in section
4.1. The plots illustrate the effectiveness seperating the single laser table into
two by directly measuring the vibration modes present on the table surface
itself.
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Figures 4.4aand 4.4bplot thespectrum of two measurements taken byplacing the

transducer head direction on the three stainless steel image plane balls before and after,

respectively, the vibration suppression measures of section 4.1. These plots show the

combined effect of allvibration danpening efforts. These measurements are taken before

the new wafer and mask stages, described in chapter 3, are installed. Both measurements

are taken under normal operating conditions with the punp and chopper running. These

plotsshow the inprovements from the separation into two tables with the vacuum bellows

coupling and the Sorbothane introduction both under the table legs and under the vacuum

punp. Many peaks are reduced, and several are removed entirely. The oscillation peak at

268Ilz is reduced by nearly SOdbVims while the oscillation mode at 1072Hz is reduced

45dbVnns. A conparison of Figure 4.4b with 4.1b show that a significant portion of the

vibration is still attributed to thechopper flywheel.
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Figure 4.4 Vibration power spectrum data for transducer-head measurements taken on
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4.2.2 Knife-edge Measurements

4.2.2.1 Knife-edge Fabrication

Knife-edges are commonly used for such optical experiments as Focaut Testing

and modulation transfer function (MTF) measurement [5-10]. The knife-edges used for

previous EUV imaging experiments are sinq)ly the edges of razor blades. The blades

used in these experiments typically contain several microns ofroughness along the edge of

the blade that degrades the quality ofthe measurements. Another problem with the use of

a razor blade is that due to its physical construction, it is difficult to position the edge at

the image plane and requires moving the image plane to the plane of the razor which

injects anothersource of error into the measurements.

In an attenq)t to overcome these obstacles, an optically sharp knife-edge has been

fabricated using silicon processing technology. This new knife-edge fecilitates aerial

image measurements as well as total EUVL system performance measurements. The

knife-edge isdefined using the difference between the etch rates of the <100> and <110>

planes of silicon. The specifics of the fabrication process are found in appendix B7 and

are outlined here for reference.

The knife-edges in these experiments originate as Imm^ (100) Silicon nitride

membranes. After suitable masking, the membranes are etched through with apreferential

etch which does not attack (111) Silicon planes, resulting in a knife-edge. Since silicon

exhibits low attenuation of EUV photons, afinal evaporation step is required to make this

knife-edge useful for EUVL experiments. Here a 0.5% transmission thickness of InSb

(80nm) is deposited by thermal evaporation onto the frontside of the wafer. Figure 4.5 is
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a qualitative illustration of the Si MEMS knife-edge and its nx)unting on an image plane

plate compared with thatof therazor blade knife-edge.

Razor Blade

— Image Plane

S*l0^iim
I Siliom

TSOtunlnSb

Si Chip w/ Absorber

Figure 4.5 Qualitative illustration of razor blade and Si MEMS knife-edge
and their relative image-plane cupplatemounting.

4.2.2^ Knife-Edge Response Function

The response of this new EUV knife-edge may be evaluated analytically by

analogy with the case ofthe diffraction theory ofshadow exposures in optical lithography.

Here we are unaging the edge ofa dark half-plane by shadow-casting the aerial image at

the wafer plane through the knife-edge across some distance (h) on the diode. Exhaustive

studies of this case have been carried out theoretically for the case of partially coherent

illumination beginning with KirchofFs diffraction theory [5,9,28].

Simulations are conducted to investigate the re^onse function of this new knife-

edge, using the U.C. Berkeley simulation program TEMPEST. Figure 4.6 shows the

results ofthe simulation to measure the response function ofthe full knife-edge with a top

InSb absorber layer thickness of 80nm. This is a plot of the intensity produced by the

incident plane wave interacting with the knife-edge. The intensity nodes, seen as bright

streaks in the plot, are caused by the coherent interaction of the incident plane wave that

passes unobstructed with the wave diffracted from the tipof the knife-edge.
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Figure 4.6 Simulated intensity plot of 13.4nm plane wave passing at normal incidence by
optical knife-edge fabricated using MEMS processing and EUV absorber
evaporation.



The lOX-I imaging system's non-telecentric objective presents the incident

photons at the image plane at an angle of 12.1 degrees from the normal The knife-edge is

positioned such that the non-telecentricity of the system causes the incident rays to pass

through a thinner amount of material as qualitatively illustrated by Rgure 4.7. Mounting

the knife-edge as in orientation 2of Figure 4.7 presents a more idealized optically shaip

edge than orientation 1. The simulations assume a normal incidence plane wave of

13.4nm wavelength with 0bandwidth (coherent illumination).

0 Angle ofnon-telecentricity
Path of centralray
Normal to Image Plane

Orientation 1. Orientation 2.

Figure 4.7 Qualitative illustration of Si MEMS knife-edges mounted in two differing
orientations relative to the non-telecentric angle ofthe lOX-I camera.

The angle of the top absorber layer will vary slightly owing to evaporation

conditions. Figure 4.8 shows the results of variation in the thickness of the absorber layer

near the edge from 90 - 45 degrees. The figure shows a series of intensity plots at the

bottom of the simulation domain for each case of top absorber layer angle near the edge.

The simulations show that the main effect of variations in the top angle is to shift the

position of the response curve. For each case simulated, the width of the transition region
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(90%-10%) is less than 52nin. The average transition width is 52.17nin with a sanfq)le

standard deviation of3.7nm for 7 cases. A shift of this nature in theresponse of theknife-

edge will produce no noticeable difference inthe measured signal owing to relatively large

size of the photodiode.

300
Position [nm]

Figure 4.8 Line plots of the intensity at the bottom of the simulation domain for several
cases where the angle of the top absorber layer is varied from 90 to 45
degrees.
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Simulations of the absorber deposition onto the silicon knife-edge are conducted

using the simulation tool SAMPLE as in section 2.4.2 for the case of the slit The six

curves plotted in Figure 4.9 show the final knife-edge profile after deposition firom ahemi

spherical source where the angle is varied from 5to 45 degrees. For the case of the large

angle source (45degrees) the entire sidewalls of the silicon edges are coated while the

small angle (Sdegrees) source results in nearly vertical absorber sidwalls. In all cases the

absorber angle at the edge varies less than 45 degrees and is well characterized by the

TEMPEST simulations.
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Figure 4.9 Knife-edge profiles consisting of a silicon edge defined by MEMS process,
followed by absorber deposition from a hemi-spherical source where the
source angle is varied from 5 to 45 degrees.
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4.2^.3 Vibration Measurements

The aerial image of a 2.5)i.m slit source is projected onto the knife-edge artifact

placed at the image plane of the system. A scan across this image provides a measured

signal intensity versus scan position that is the integral ofthe slit source image. The

ideal top-hat aerial image results in a normalized signal that is a ramp function with a

constant slope of0.4V/)im. The width ofthe linear region ofthe measured ranp signal is

equal to width of the slit source: 2.5|inL A measurement of the stage and system

vibration may be obtained by positioning the knife-edge in the middle of the scan and

taking a series of successive intensity measurements. The only requirement of the

sanpling knife-edge, with respect to the vibration measurements, is that the transition

width of the knife-edge be less than the width of the slit source such that signal variations

due to vibration result in linear voltage signal variations. The previous section on

simulation of the knife-edge response estimates the average transition region width to be

52.2nm.

The projected aerial image for these experiments is not an idealized top-hat

function. To accurately model the e?q)eriments, three sets of simulations are carried out

using the aerial image simulation program SPLAT [14]. The first series of simulations is

for the purely diffraction limited case. Asecond series of simulations uses the raw pupil

map data fi:om the interferometery measurements of this camera at AT&T Bell Labs in

Murray Hill, N.J. using visible light interferometry. The third set uses a set of 36-term

Zemike Polynomials fit to the raw pupil map data from the visible light interferometry

measurements. Figures 4.10a and 4.10b are mesh and contour plots of the raw pupil map

data and the surface defined by the Zemike polynomials in waves (XEuv=13.4nm). These
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two sets of data are better con^ared by viewing image maps of the data shown in Figures

4.11a and 4.11b. The 36 terms are insufficient to capture the higher frequency

components, and therefore, the large 0.8X-buv peak seen inthe plots of the raw data is lost

in the fit *
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Figure 4.10 Mesh and contour plots of the raw pupil map data and a 36-term Zemike
polynomial fit to the raw data.
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Figure 4.11 Intensity plots of the raw pupil map data and a36-term Zemike polynomial fit
to the raw data.



Figure 4.12 shows simulated aerial images of a 2.5)xm slit source imaged with the

lOX-I camera. The solid curve represents the purely diffraction-limited case. The dashed-

dotted curve represents simulations using the raw pupil map data while the remaining

curves are for thesimulations done using theZemike coefficients fitted to theraw data.

There are two methods to evaluate the effect ofthe knife-edge response. The first

calculates the curves in Figure 4.13 by convolution ofthe knife-edge re^onse with the

aerial images. The second method first convolves the aerial image with the derivative of

the response function and then integrates. Both ofthese methods are equivalent. Figure

4.13 points to negligible deviation from the fixed slope of0.4V/|im in any ofthe images.

The 52.2nm width of the knife-edge response function results in slight reduction in the

idealized slope fi*om 0.4V/jim to 0.39V/pm. Table 4.1 lists the slopes of the measured

andsimulated signals taking theresponse function intoaccount

Aerial Image Slope*^ [nm/mV]
Diff.-Limited 2.56

Raw Pupil Map 2.73
Zemike Fit (36 terms) 2.63
Zemike Fit (37 terms) 2.86

AIM Signal 2.70

Table 4.1 Slope oflinear region of2.Siim slit source knife-edge scan

To quantify the magnitude ofthe vibration, it isnecessary to obtain a reference set

ofmeasurements that reflect the electronic noise of the AIM system, where vibration is

not afactor. This reference set ofdata is obtained by positioning the wafer stage such that

the entire 2.5iim slit source in5)inges upon the photodiode and is not obstructed by the

knife-edge, far enough from the edge such that vibration causes no significant variation in
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the detected signal. For future reference, we shall refer to this regime as "hrite" while data

taken with the knife-edge positioned at the mid-point ofthe scan shall be referred to as the

"edge". The only qualification on the exact positioning of the "edge" measurements is

that the artifact be positioned in the linear portion of the scan as mentioned previously.

The measured knife-edge scan signal is simulated by plotting the integral the curves in

Figure 4.12 which is shown inFigure 4.13.

-0.5 0 0.5
Position [um]

Figure 4.12 Simulated image intensity versus position for a 2.5^m line source imaged
with the lOX-I EUVL system.
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Figure 4.13 Simulated AIM signal resulting from knife-edge scans ofa 2.5iim line source
imaged with the lOX-I EUVLsystem.

Electronic noise in both ofthese regions produces a distribution ofvoltage reading

around some average. The central limit theorem dictates that, assuming a sufhcient

number of sanq)les are taken, the distribution will approach a standard normal distribution

witha mean (|j,) and a standard deviation (a).

Ifno vibration exists in the system and we neglect shot noise, we would expect the

two sets of data to be identical with respect to their variances (Le., o^hnte = o^edge).

However, for systems with vibration, o^edge > ophite. Assuming that these two test

statistics are: (1) identically independent and (2) normally distributed (UND), we may

subtract them in quadrature and define a new test statistic defined:
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O^vib —O^edge" O^Wle (1)

Since the two sets of data are taken under the same conditions with the same

signal collection electronics and within a relatively short time span, they may be

considered identical Since they are taken at distinctly different times and wafer stage

locations, they may be considered independent This satisfies (1) of the END requirement

To confute the magnitude of the vibration we first calculate Ovib following

equation 1, Since the vibration is a double-sided distribution, we then take 6*o^b to

measure the full (99.5%) magnitude of the peak-peak swing. This variation in signal

voltage maps to a variation in stage position. The 6a variation is conq)ared to both the

measured scan voltage signal and the results from simulation to provide an upper and

lowCT bound, respectively, of thevibration.

Satisfaction of the requirement ofnormal distribution is analyzed with the aid of

the Spapiro-Wilk (S-W) test for normality [19]. This test con^ares the data toa standard

normal distribution centered around the data mean and generates a test statistic, the W-

number similar to the F-number which is the ratio of the mean-squared-error within the

treatment to the overall mean-squared-error. If the p-value reported is less than 0.05 (or

some other alpha), then it can be concluded that the distribution is not normal.

Vibration measurements consist of a series of data is taken both in the brite and on

the edge for approximately 10 seconds. With a laser pulse frequency of 20Hz, this

provides approximately 200 points ineach data set. If the distribution isdetermined not to

be normal, then more data points could be taken. Another method may be used if there

exists an insufficient number of data points to achieve an alpha of less than say 0.05. It is
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possible to use the Normal Quantile report to assess the extent of the vibration. It is

possible to use the voltage difference between the 0.5% and 99.5% quantiles in the rms

subtraction as in equation 1 to determine the value of the vibration. The lack of

normahty in the distribution is also measured by con^aring the confuted value of6*o^b

with the 0.5-99.5% quantile value. One motivation for the choice of the latter method is

thedesire to save condenser lens life-time due to debris contamination.

The results of the analysis of the distribution of two normalized AIM voltage

signals on the edge are shown in Figures 4.14and 4.15. Figure 4.14 represents a

distribution that is very nearly normal while Figure 4.15 is an exaiT5)le ofa distribution of

questionable normahty. The &st section of each figure contains histogram plots of the

normalized vibration data. A normal curve is superimposed on the data for a visual

comparison of the normal fit to the data. The curve to the right of each histogram is a

Normal Quantile plot. In this curve the raw data is represented by the dots with the 95%

confidence intervals represented by the dashed lines. This plot shows the obs^ved values

against the approximated expected normal order statistics. If the data distribution is

normal* the points on this plot follow a straight line. Different forms of curvature signal

different kinds ofdepartures from normality.
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Figure 4.14 Statistical analysis of vibration measurement data for a vibration data that
approximates a normal distribution. The top portion of the figure plots a
histogram of the data with a normal distribution plotted by the solid line
curve. Anormal quantile plot is shown to the right of the histogram which is
another visual technique for the evaluation of distribution normality. The
individual quantile values are tabulated below the histogram plot. The
moments of the distributions and the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test for
normality are also tabulated in the figure.
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Figure 4.15 Statistical analysis ofvibration measurement data for avibration data that has
a 7.7% chance of being normal The top portion of the figure plots a
histogram of the data with a normal distribution plotted by the solid line
curve. Anormal quantile plot is shown to the right ofthe histogram which is
mother visual technique for the evaluation of distribution normaHty. The
individual quantile vdues are tabulated below the histogram plot. The
moments of the distributions and the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test for
normality are also tabulated in the figure.
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The central section of each figure breaks down the distribution of the measured

data into percentiles. The last section ofeach plot contains the results of the S-W test for

normaUty. From Hgure 4.14 the W-value is 0.986530, which tell us that this distribution

has a 76.6% chance of being normal, while the W-value from Figure 4.15 is 0.975566

predicting onlya 7.71% chancethat thisdistribution is normal.

Table 4.2 offers a con^arison of several distributions to determine when it is

appropriate to use the6a value directly from thedistribution, and when it is recommended

to use the 99.5%-0.5% values from the quantile reports.

Oiientientation

/ Location
6a [mV] 99.5%-0.5%

rmvi
W# Prob<W [%]

X-dir. Brite 99.6 90.6 0.979 25.0
X-dir. Edge 120 112 0.987 76.6
Y-dir. Brite 94.8 82.7 0.982 44.7
Y-dir. Brite 131 110 0.976 7.7
Y-dir. Edge 116 107 0.985 66.6

Table 4.2 Normality report for two sets ofknife-edge vibration measurement data.

The Shapiro-Wilk function asynptotically approaches a value of 1 so the

distributions in table 4.2 with W-values closer to 1, more closely resemble a normal

distribution and the 6a values more closely conpare with the 99.5% - 0.5% values from

the quantile breakdown. A S-W probability of 7.7% in the above table leads to a 16%

error inestimating the width of the distribution while a S-W probability of76.6% leads to

an estimation error of 6.7%.

Amisalignment due to arotational error further distorts the measured aerial image.

An error in theta convolves the aerial image with a linear ran^) function with a linear ranp

width equal to: 400|J.m •sin(6) where 6 is the angle ofmisalignment. The 400)xm stems
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from the fact that the knife-edge used for these measurements is 1mm long on edge that

completely contains the400pm image field asseen inFigure 4.16.

Silicon MEMS Knife-edge - 1mm X 1mm

Worst-case misalignment

Perfectly Aligned

Finite non-zero misalignment

w

400X2.5iim

Slit Source

Figure 4.16 Illustration of Silicon knife-edge for three cases of slit-source misalignment

For some lateral translation (Xvib)* the change in the area of aerial image as seen in

Figure 4.16 will no longer be constant (xvib*L), but the apparent length Lwill vary with

the angle ofmis-alignment (0), Le., L(0). It can be shown that ifthe width of the aerial

image of theslitis W then L(e) is define:

L(e)=w+(L-w)W(e) (2)

The area change due to the vibration in the cases ofno alignment error is Ai=Xvib»L

and for the case of arotational error the area becomes A2 =Xvib •L(8). The percentage
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reduction in the measured vibration signal is calculated as the ratio ofthe areas (A2/A1)

which in this case simplifies toonly the ratio ofthe two L's.

A W+iL-W)'COs\e)

A " L (3)

The cos^ term in equation 3is a slowly varying function around zero degrees of

misalignment. Avibration measurement that is misaligned 10 degrees will still capture

97% of the total vibration that is present and could have been measured with perfect

alignment. For a theta error of 5 degrees or less, there will be less than a 1% loss of the

measured magnitude of the vibration. The camera has 380nm of distortion in the Y-

direction, which will manifest itself in these experiments in a similar manner to a theta

mismatch.

Many vibration experiments are performed in the course of the aerial imaging

experiments. The vibration data in table 4.3 quantifies the magnitude of the system

vibration in both directions using the vibration signal slope of the AIM signal fi-om table

4.1 (2.7 nnT/mV). Angular alignment (theta in Figure 4.16) is accomplished by maximizing

the signal slope of successive scans so the error in theta is determined by the minimum

noticeableslope change.

6*OiBdge

[mV]

6»abrite

[mV]

6*0^b

[mV]

Vibration

[nm]

Y-Dir. 59 85 61 165

X-Dir. 44 40 18.3 49

Tab e 4.3 Knife-edge vibrationdetails
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For the data taken in the Y-direction» there is as much as a 2.0 degree error in

theta which from the previous discussion could induce an error of only 0.1%. A major

factor in the uncertainty of the correct determination of the 6ct value which for the Y-

direction data, there existed a 5% difference in the 6<t values as determined earlier. This

puts the value of the vibration in the Y-direction at: 153 ±3.8nm

For the data taken in theX-direction knife-edge vibration measurements, therewas

at most a 2.5 degree error in theta which would induce an error of only 0.1%. In the

correct determination of the 6a value there existed a 7% difference. Then the result for

the vibration in the X-direction is: 46 ± 1.6nm.

These results are unacceptable and limit the accuracy offuture ATM experiments

as well as significantly affecting the printing offeatures in PR. Several steps are taken to

reduce the magnitude ofthe stage and/or camera vibrations. The leaf-spring that holds the

camera in place is tightened and mounts were designed to spring-load the wafer stage

plate to the camera. The idea of spring-loading the stage is the same as when the large

mass was put on top of the wafer on the three image plane balls. Adjustment of the leaf

spring and spring-loading the stage reduces the range of the image/stage vibration to a

level below the resolution ofthe current knife-edge measurement technique.

4.1.3 Single Slit Vibration Measurements

The vibration measurement technique detailed in the previous section provides a

proof-of-principle and a coarse measure of the EUVL system vibration. The measurement

accuracy is limited experimentaUy by the edge roughness and the finite width of the
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available slit source mask and also by image field distortion. Piigher resolution using this

technique is achieved by the use of a more narrow slit source where the measured

response asymptotically approaches the apparent line spread function (ALSF) of the

cameraas the slit sourcewidthapproaches zero.

A mask hard-edge mask defined in a gold absorber is available for ATM

biqieriments. High resolution measurements are possible by measuring the aerial image of

this hard edge with a narrow scanning slit, asdescribed in chapter 2,used as the artifact in

the image plane. This technique overcomes the experimental limitations of the slit mask

used in theprevious technique. The slope of the signal edges provided by these AIs will

be between S-lOV/jxm. Even when convolved with the response function of the sampling

slit, this experiment provides a very sensitive test to quantify vibration. Deconvolution

with the response function is not necessary when the width of the transition region is

larger than the sum ofthe width of the slitresponse function and peak-to-peak vibration.

1.2

O.B

s 0.6

& 0.4
(0

0.2

-0.2
0.5

Simulated (diff.-tlmlted &w/ Zemikes)

— tJIffraction-IImlted

- •• 36-Term Zemike

• 37-TennZOTi!ke

Raw Interf. Data

1.5 2 2.5
Position [urn]

a5

Figure 4.17 Image intensity versus position for step-function aerial images produced from
the lOX-I EUVLsystem, simulated usingSPLAT.
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Figure 4.17 shows SPLAT aerial image simulations of an edge oriented in the X-

direction. Again the results of three simulations are shown in the plot: The ideal

diffraction-limited case, using the raw interferometer data, and using the fitted Zemike

coeffrcients. All simulations shown here are for a partial coherence value (a) of 0.5.

Details ofthe imaging response ofthe system and its dqiendence on partial coherence are

explored in chapter 5. The slopes ofthe images in the transition region are listed in table

4 for each ofthe cases studied. The simulated values are convolved with the slit response

function detailed in chapter2.

Aerial Image Slope'* [mn/mVl
Diffraction-Limited 0.9

Raw Pupil Map 2.12
Zemike Fit (36 terms) 2.05
Zemike Fit (37 terms) 2.15

AIM Signal 1.95

Table 4. Slope oflinear region ofhard edge

In estimating the vibration using this method, an error ofabout 10% is introduced

by variations in the optical modeL For this reason, the vibration measurements are

calculated by conparison to the measured AIM signal This leaves the correct estimation

of o;,ib as the major source oferror, typically introducing an error of around 5%. The

results oftwo such vibration measurements are listed in table 5. These measurements are

taken immediately prior to high resolution edge scans used in the AIM experiments of

section 5.4. The theta rotation error in both directions is less than 0.1 degree.

Vibration is reduced by securing the wafer stage plate to the camera. The wafer

stage plate is modified to allow for the introduction of ^ring-loaded mounts that provided
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vibration danq)ening by locking the plate to the camera through a high-K spring. Another

vibration suppression method that has a significant impact is tightening the leaf-springs

that secure the camera to the wafer vacuum chaniber. Vibration isreduced from an initial

value 6Gvib of375nm to the current value of 17nm. Again a visual plot of the vibration

data of these two extremes is very coiiq)elling. Figure 4.18 plots the normalized AIM

voltage before and after all the implementation ofthe vibration dampening measures.

Oiedge ^brite Ovib 6*Cwib Vibration
[mV] [mVl [mV] [mV] [nm]

X-Dir. 21.9 15.8 15.2 91 17.7
Y-Dir. 20.7 18.7 8.8 53 10.3

'able 5. Statistical detail of distribution of vibration data

The 0/1 stacks vibrated when they were extended more than 3|im. Noise in the

lines to and from the position sensor owing to poor vacuum feedthrough connectors cause

the feedback drive control network to"chatter" trying to follow the position sensor noise.

This effect is overcome by wrapping the sensor cables around toroids to provide a lossy

inductor in thecircuit as with theAIM PDpre-amp signal.

Thenormalization routine developed in chapter 3 also plays a role in the vibration

measurements. Bynormalizing themeasured AIM PD signal with the ND signal shot-to-

shot variations in the signal are removed. Without the normalization routine, these

variations are mistaken for vibration. Figure 4.18 shows a plot of a vibration signal

measured on the edge. The solid line is the measured PD voltage and the dashed line is

the ND voltage. The middle, dotted line is the normalized AIM signal In this case,

normalization prevents the false misinterpretation of5nm ofvibration inthe analysis of the

data from this vibration run.
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Hgure 4.18 Plot of the voltage measured by the AIM PD and^with a^gle sKt artifect
positioned on the edge of a step-function aerial image. The middle line
represents the normalized signal voltage. The signal variations seen in both
the AIM PD and ND signals owing to variations in the source flux are
removed in the normalized curve. Without the normalization procedure
(section 3.5), this variation would be mistaken for 5nm ofvibration.
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Figure 4.19 Power spectr^ density of three AIM vibration measurements with asingle sUt
artifact positioned on the edge of a step-function aerial image The
frequency band of the PSD plot is limited by the vibration data sairqiling
frequency (20Hz). (Ju^tive con^arison of the data is possible and points
tothe chopper asthe primary component ofthe vibration.
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Spectral analysis of the vibration data could be conq)ared to the vibration

frequency peaks measured in the part 1of this chapter. However, the vibration data in

Figure 4.18 is a measure of the vibration sanq)led at 2OH2, limited by the operating

frequency of the laser. It can be seen from Figures 4.1-4,4 that the majority of the

vibration peaks occur at frequencies well above 20Hz. For this reason, any spectral

analysis ofthe data is highly aliased and provides no information regarding the spectral

content ofthe vibration. However, spectral analysis provides a reference for determining

the major sources of the remaining vibration, as was done in section 4.1. Several such

measurements are taken with the punp and chopper on and off. Figure 4.19 shows the

power spectral density (PSD) ofthese vibration measurements. The solid line represents

data taken under normal operating conditions. The dashed curve is the case where the

vacuum punp is turned off during the measurements. The dotted line represents data

taken with the chopper flywheel stationary. Since no further inq)rovement is noted by

turning off the punp, it can be seen from these curves that the chopper is still the major

sourceof vibrationfor this system.

4.3 Optics Alignment

Alignment of the optical system is accomplished by imaging the plasma onto a

scintillator placed at a surrogate pupil plane (letter B in Figure 3.2) with the camera

removed from the system. The condenser lens is then adjusted in X and Y such as to

center the phosphor image on a cross-hair on the scintillator. The Zposition is adjusted

by maximizing the brightness ofthe image on the phosphor. These adjustments are feirly
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accurate due to the relatively bright image i^ot since the entire beam impinged on the

phosphor.

Upon completion of this adjustment the turning mirror is installed and another

surrogate plane alignment is done. This alignment consists ofviewing another pho^hor

image, this time placed at the entrance pupil of the cain^a, before the camera is actually

installed. The beam has now gone through two more bounces which reduces its

magnitude by half (R ~ 0.7 / reflection). This leads to the potential for measurement

inaccuracies due to the relatively low levels of the visible light emitting from the phosphor.

Once the camera is installed no further adjustment to the condenser was possible for fear

ofdisrupting the alignment since there was no longer any feedback available.

A mount is designed and built which allows the insertion of the EUV sensitive

photodiode at the entrance pupU of the camera. Across-section and top-down iUustration

of the mount are shown in Figure 4.20. The surrogate phosphor is removed and the EUV

diode is installed in its place. The new nK)dification permits the real-time alignment and

optimization of the condenser lens where the feedback variable being optimized is the

voltage signal monitored on acomputerized "strip-chart".

The mount is designed to position the ~lmm^ diode in the center of the pupil

plane. The beam is centered in the pupil by optimizing the str^-chart voltage reading.

This aUgnment technique is more robust and accurate than the previous scintillator

alignment scheme and precludes the need for the first phosphor alignment entirely. This

new technique is currently in use, not only for AIM experiments, but for all optical

alignments done onthe lOX-I system.
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Figure 4.20 Engineering drawing of the EUV photodiode surrogate holder and alignment
plate. Cross-section and top-down views ofthemount areshown.

4.4 Condenser Lens Evaluation

The development of an in-situ detector and collection electronics provides the

capability of evaluating the imaging performance of EUVL multi-layer condenser lenses.

These lenses are typicaUy evaluated by performing point-by-point reflectivity

measurements. While these measurements provide meaningful information they do not

measure the efficiency of the lens in collecting and focusing the EUV photons from the

broad-band plasma radiation. Spherical aberrations in a condenser can cause the rays

through the margin of the condenser to con:5>letely miss the pupil of the objective lens [9],
0

This will reduce the available flux at the image plane and therefore system diroughput.
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Using the photodiode surrogate plane mount described in section 4.3, a series of

condenser lens evaluation experiments is conducted on the lOX-I test-bed that measure

the EUV flux at the entrance pupil of the camera with a clear field mask placed at the

object plane. The condenser lens is installed in the test-bed and the flux is measured at the

pupil plane. The measurement consists of maximizing the photodiode signal through

adjustments ofthe X, Y, and Zposition ofthe condense lens. As mentioned previously,

adjustment of the Z position changes the focus of the condenser lens.

This techmque allowed the characterization of five condenser mirrors firom two

vendors in a single day. Thefive multi-layer mirrors demonstrated a 4X difference in total

EUV flux delivered to the objective lens entrance pupil.

4.5 Conclusion

Anovel technique was developed for the fabrication of an optically sharp knife-

edge using standard silicon MEMS process technology. This knife-edge was used to

measure lOX-I system vibration. Initial measurements showed several hundred

nanometers of vibration. These measurements were successful in identifying major

sources of vibration, which were then reduced. Subsequent knife-edge measurements

pointed toaround 150nm ofpeak-peak vibration.

The final vibration e?q)enments consisted ofscanning a single narrow slit across an

aerial image step-fiinction. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the vibration was between 10

and 20nmdepending uponorientation.

The in-situ detector system developed here has two other utilities pertaining to

EUV system operation: In-situ optical alignment and condenser lens evaluation.
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Chanter 5

Mid-Spatial Frequency Scatter

5.1 Introduction

This chapter explores the use of AIM to characterize the iirqiact of mid-spatial

frequency scatter on the imaging performance of the lOX-I EUV projection lithography

test bed. Scattered light, flare, is present in the images formed by all photolithography

lenses, and results in a reduction of the lithographic process tolerances. It comes from

diverse causes ranging from dust to high order aberrations and changes as materials

degrade and contaminates accumulate. The magnitude of the flare also varies from lens to

lens and with time. The impact of scattered light is typically evaluated by observation of

images of opaque objects formed in positive photoresist [1]. Several studies have

developed novel test structures and techniques to obtain more quantitative data from

measurements of photoresist profiles [2-3].

Scatter is measured in positive photoresist by observing the image of an opaque

object as the surrounding dose is increased and quantified by measuring the background

dose required to cause complete loss of the image or the location of the receding edge

with increasing dose. For the former case, if the dose in open surround is 20 times the

dose to clear when the image ofthe opaque object clears, then the scattered light is equal

to 1/20 = 5%. This method isprone to inaccuracies due to lateral development ofimages

of opaque objects smaller than the PR thickness, which leads to an over estimation of the

scatter.
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5.1.1 Scatter in EUVL Systems

Scatter in EUVL systems presents several issues that are specific to BUY optics

and differ fi-om those of lithography carried out at traditional "optical" wavelengths (i.e.

visible or excimer laser sources). EUVL scatter arises due to imperfections in the multi

layer coating [4-6], roughness of the substrates due to polishing, and contamination of the

optics. Not only must the optical elements be fabricated with an unprecedentedly high

figure accuracy, but they must also be coated with multi-layer mirrors which match

accurately in wavelength and bandpass, do not distort the optical figure, and yet remain

stable with unimpaired reflectivity in a production environment

The wavelength dependence of scatter is well documented [1, 13]. For a point

object, the total power Ps scattered out of the image point and into a circle of radius r is

given by:

= (1)

Where Po is the power incident on the lens from the source, Ro is the reflectivity of an

ideally smooth lens, and X is the wavelength of the radiation. The radial term r is

contained in the term Ceff which is the effective root-mean-squared variation of the surface

roughness defined by equation 2 where fz = r/RX and R represents the distance firom the

lens to the image. The scaling law for this equation (Ps ~ o^ccA^) suggests that

nonspecular scattering will become a significant problem at shorter wavelengths. For the

same Oeff, scatter at 13.4nm will be 342 times that at the DUV wavelength of 248nm.
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=2jrJ/- PSD(fW (2)

Where PSD(f) is the power spectral density of the surface roughness. Since the

nonspecular scattering is directly related to the PSD of the reflecting surface, the latter is

the natural quantity to characterize the surface roughness of the EUVL optics. Figure 5.1

shows a schematic PSD plot where the spatialfrequency variations are broken down into

three distinct regimes.

Low

PSD Mid

hNv
X p

fi f2 Spatial Ffeq.

Figure 1. Example PSD of EUVL Optic illustrating the three region of spatial
frequencies. Spatial frequencies above f2, due to micro-roughness of the
optic, scatter light out of the pupil and result in decreased throughput.
Spatial frequencies below fi are the usual optical figure error. The mid-
spatial frequency roughness between fr and fz scatters light into the image
plane and reduces process latitude.

High spatial frequency variations are the result of micro-roughness due to

substrate polishing. These spatial frequencies scatter the incident radiation into large

angles such that most rays miss the exit pupil of the camera. The light scatter at these

frequencies does notdegrade theoverall imaging performance of thesystem, butis seen as

a loss offlux at theimage plane which reduces thethroughput of thesystem.
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The low spatial frequencies are due to long-range variations in the optic, referred

to as figure error, and scatter light into the imaging pupil which does affect the imaging

performance of the system. These variations produce the standard aberrations suchas the

Seidel aberrations (Coma, Astigmatism, etc...), which are characterized by polynomial

expansions including the classical Zemikepolynomials.

The region between and fz of Figure 5.1 constitute the mid-spatial-frequency

region. The spatial frequencies of interest here are between Imm"^ and l^m"\ which

scatter light into the imaging plane and are not well characterized by the typical 36-term

polynomial representation.

5.1.2 Effect of Partial Coherence

The effect of mirror aberrations and phase errors are contained in the point spread

function (PSF) of the optic. Following the convention in Goodman [7] the PSF is defined

as the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the exit pupil, given by:

h{u,v) =7^Jip(x,y)exp[-y-^(ia+yy)]dx(fy (3)
A'Z; A' Z;

Where P(x,y) is anplitude transmittancefunction of the optic. Then from Eq. 3, it can be

said that the PSF is the scaled Fourier transform of the amplitude transmittance function

which is the pupil function of the camera.

Other techniques to characterize EUV wavefront errors utilize a synchrotron

which provides a high degree of coherence from a very narrow bandwidth source [4, 8,

21]. For the purely coherent case, the image field amplitude is given by:
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For the general case, it can be said that for a diffraction-limited system, the image

can be calculated as the convolution of the image predicted by geometrical optics Ug(^,T|)

with the in^ulse response of the system h(5,*n) which is the Ffaunhofer diffraction pattern

of the exit pupil.

When the coherence area of the object is small compared with the resolution cell

size, the illumination is said to be incoherent. Phrased another way; if 6$ is the angle

subtended by the condenser lens and 0p is the angle subtended by the entrance pupil of the

imaging system, both as seen from the object, then an incoherent system is provided for

es»0p and conversely, coherent imaging is obtain for the case of0p»0s. For the case of

incoherent illumination, the image intensity is given by:

Then it can be said that for the case of completely incoherent illumination, the

image intensity is equal to the convolution of the geometrical optics intensity Ig with the

intensity impulse response which is the square modulus ofthe amplitude impulse reponse.

Then for the coherent case we may say that the intensity is linear with the field magnitude

while the incoherent case can besaid tobelinear in intensity.

Several theoretical methods have been applied to solve the problem of partial

coherence in image analysis [9-11]. Special treatment is required for the case of scatter

when imaging with partially coherent EUV illumination. The method detailed by Steams

[12] begins the calculation of scatter in real EUVL systems with the mutual intensity
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following the nomenclature from Bom and Wolf [13] where the mutual intensity functions

at the object and image planes are Jo(so,So') and Ji(si,sr) respectively. Assuming that the

object is illuminated by quasi-monochromatic radiation of wavelength A,, and that R is the

distance from the exit pupil to the image plane, then the Foiuier transforms of the mutual

intensity functions are related by:

/i(s,sO = G(ARs)-G*(XRsO«^o(s,s') (6)

Where G(s) is defined as the generalized pupil function containing both real and imaginary

components defined by the equation:

G(s) = Go(s)*exp[i»<I)(s)] (7)

The imaginary term represents a pure phase shift which deforms the wavefront

leaving the exit pupil, that is directly related to the structure of the rough mirror surfaces.

For reference, Goodman [7] uses the nomenclature W(x,y) for this wavefront error term.

Then by substituting (7) into (6) we obtain:

</i(s,s')> = Go(ARs>Go*(ARsO*<exp[u(0(ARs)-a>*(-ARsO]Wo(s,s') (8)

Steams estimates the phase variations induced by roughness in the multilayer

mirror at each interface. Details of the analysis of the multilayers are found in reference

[12]. The intensity distribution is obtained by setting Si=sr in this equation 8 yielding:

A'k^ ( s ^
(/, (Ji )) =/," (i,) •expHA: ]+/,"(i,) •expH<: (9)

Where the effective surface roughness variance and PSDs are defined as:

C3^eff= In^zm^O^o (10)
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The term Ii(si) represents the image intensity and Ii°(si) represents the image

intensity that would exist without roughness. The term a represents the mapping of the

spatial coordinates at themu, surface to theexitpupil (a = sjs).

Several assun5)tions are made by Steams to this point. They are: (i) the

traditional "small angle approximation" which says that the angle between the principal ray

and any other ray that propagates through the system is small; sin^B « 1, (ii) for a point

object, the pupil function is independent ofthe location ofthe point in the object field, the

imaging system is "isoplanatic", (iii) the scattering is weak so that multiple scattering and

shadowing effects can be neglected; the "Bom approximation", (iv) the curvature and

slope ofthe surface roughness are small, (v) the interfaces in the multi-layer coating are

corrpletely conformal, (vi) the "small roughness approximation", and (vii) the surface

roughness distribution is Gaussian, stationary, and ergodic (the ensemble average can be

replace byan average overtheentire surface area).

If we assume a point object, then equation 9 can be expressed as the convolution

of the PSF of the objective lens in the absence of scatter (PSF®) with the PSF taking

scatter into account (PSF^ ). All of the information about the imaging reiqionse of the

objective is contained in the PSF° term including the effects of partial coherence, leaving

the term PSF^^ independent of coherence. Assuming apoint object, equation 9becomes:

<Ii(si)> =5(si) ®PSF®(si) ®PSF^(si) (12)

Where ® denotes convolution.
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Assuirption number (vii) listed above leads to the sinplification of collapsing all

the coherence information into a single PSF° leaving the PSF®^ term independent of

coherence effects. By taking an ensemble average, it is no longer possible to evaluate the

coherent interaction of light from two points of known height on the optic. The effective

surface roughness leads to a scatter model that is independent of axial orientation and

location. That is to say that the scatter should be the same magnitude in both axes and

independent of illumination coherence.

Taking the Fourier transform of equation 12, yields:

MTF(s) = MTF°(s).MTF®"(s) (13)

Then the term MTF®^ provides a quantitative measure of the effect of multi-layer

optical scatter. The term MTF® is the nominal transfer function of the optical system

without roughness using conventional ray tracing code and includes information

concerning the figure of the optical surfaces. Steams goes on to express equation 13 in

terms of the variance of the roughness of the EUVL system as:

4k Mri zm MTF{s)

Where M is the number of reflections in the objective lens, and nan is the normal

component of the incident field, which is equal to the sin of the angle of incidence on the

meh optic. For the lOX-1 Schwarzschild objective, M=2 and assuming -normal incidence

for each of the two bounces, equation 14 is rewritten as:
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<T^„ =min{-Tr-—^3 in[.^Z^])=05685 min{ln[-^^]) (15)
4^1\l3.4nm)

2 j, MTFU) "• WFis)

Equation 15 provides a very powerful and single method of both specifying the

requirements to optics manufacturers and estimating the surface roughness variance from

measurement ofthe system MTF. By careful measurement of the MTF and con:q)arison to

the simulated MTF for the diffraction-limited case, taking figure into account, anestimate

may be made of the surface roughness through direct measurement of the aerial image.

These measurements will be conpared to theory and to visible-light interferometry

measurements of sampleEUVLtest optics.

5.2 Measurement Accuracy Issues

There are several factors which will act to reduce the fidelity ofthe measurements

ofthe projected aerial image intensity. One major factor, the sanpling aperture, has been

addressed in previous sections. The physical profile of the sampling aperture is well

known and its response simulated. Other issues such as vibration and angular

misalignment also distort the measured signal In the incoherent limit, the measured signal

is the convolution of the actual aerial image convolved individually with each of these

functions. Accurate representation of the illumination coherence is critical to the accurate

prediction of the imageintensity to be measured.
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5.2.1 Vibration

The effect of vihration is estimated bythe convolution of the aerial image with the

positional distribution from vibration measurements. It is possible to use the actual

measured distributions to represent the vibration function. To speed the calculations, it is

desirable to fit an even-valued function to the sanple distributions. Vibration tests in

Chapter four reveal that the distribution of the vibration is nearly normal so the

distribution is estimated to be Gaussian with 6*a value of 17nm.

In the absence of other confounding effects, the measured AIM signal will be the

convolution of the vibration distribution with the true aerial image, in the coherent limit,

given by:

Vaim = AI®VIB(x) (16)

Where Vaim is the measured PD voltage, VIB(x) is a Gaussian random variable that is

stationarywith time, and AI is the projectedAI in the coherent limit.

5.2.2 Theta alignment

An error in theta (shown in figure 4.15) causes degradation of the AIM aperture

response function. The misalignment has the effect of convolving the projected aerial

image with a ramp function that has a minimumvalue of zero, a maximum value of 1, and

slope of l/sin(0) where 0 is the angle of the misalignment. The measurement accuracy of

the angular alignment for these experiments is ±0.091 degrees (3a=0.018 degrees) for the

lOOjXm long single slit experiments. Fine alignment is acconplished by measurement of
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the slope of successive scans. For the knife-edge artifEU^ which covers the entire image

field, thisaccuracy equates to a 640nm ramp width.

The width of the ranp function for convolution is 160nm for the case of the

100|xm long single slit artifact. This width is greater than the FWHM of the aperture

response function calculated in chapter 2. The effect of theta misalignment is nearly an

order of magnitude (160nm:17nm) larger than the width of the vibration distribution

discussed above (5.2.1).

5.2.3 Aerial Image Sampling

The minimum demonstrably controllable step size ofthe Q/l stack is 3nm. To step

across the entire throw ofthe stack would require 5000 steps. If20 averages are taken at

each measurement point, the scan will require 83.3 minutes = 1.39 hours to conq)lete.

Taking only 10 averages will reduce this time nearly in half, which is still too long.

Experimental AIM SNR values depend on the number of sanq)le averages where

diminishing returns occur for more than 10 sanples. There is between 10 and 20nm of

vibration during the experiments which confirms the inefficiency of 3nm sanpling steps

illustrating the trade-off between information density and efficiency.

Fellgett and Linfoot [14-15] first applied Shannon's [16] theory of information

san^ling to the assessment of image quality. Huck and Park [17-18] extended the

formulations to include performance characteristics of line-scan imaging systems by

accounting for degradation caused by san^ling and quantization.

Huck concluded that for optimum efficiency samples should be taken at intervals

about 0.5 to 0.7 times the equivalent diameter of the PSF [18]. Narrower san^ling
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intervals in^roves information density if the radiance j&eld consists mostly of spatial detail

equal to or smaller than the PSF, while broader sarqpling intervals would generally reduce

both information densityandefficiency.

We are interested in interrogating aerial image intensity deviations with spatial

frequencies on the order of lOfxm"^ which corresponds to a lOOnm step size. To assure

accurate measurements and avoid aliasing, the maximum step size possible is 50nm.

Taking this as an upper limit and 20nm as a lower limit in^osed by vibration, a step size of

25nm is chosen for the edge-scans.

When a continuously variable function is represented by discrete steps there is

always a quantization error. For realistic assunptions quantization noise variance g/ is

given by [15-18]:

(20)

where A is the signal difference associated with the least significant bit of the ADC. These

experiments used a Labview 2400-T ADC board and software for the conversion with a

LSB of ImV. The magnitude of the input to the ADC board is controlled by the gain

setting of the S/H stage which provide inputs around IVpeak. Therefore, ADC

quantization noise is not a concern for these experiments.

5.2.4 Illumination Coherence of lOX-I EUVL System

The degree of the coherence of the illumination on the lOX-I imaging system must

be known to accurately interpret the results of the AIM measurements. Both
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measurement and simulation play a role in estimating the coherence of the system.

Simulation provides the dependence of imaging performance on the coherence and is

carried out separate^ for each individual mask geometry. Measurement of the pupil fill

providesa rough estimateof the degree of coherence.

There exists an entrance pupil stop which can be mserted to provide an objective

with a fixed NA (selectable fi'om 0.06,0.07, &0.08), and therefore fixed partial coherence

G. To maximize the image plane flux, this pupil stop is not in place during these

experiments resulting in a ~ 0.55.

To obtain a more accurate measure of the fill factor, far-field images of the pupil

are taken with a CCD camera. A clear field mask was used at the object plane and the

image field intensity is measured ~17cm behind the image plane with a EUV-sensitive

CCD camera. Figure 5.2 shows an intensity plot ofthe EUV image. The pupil is assumed

to be acircle with adiameter equal to the width ofthe camera entrance pupil (lOOpixels in

figure 2). Figure 5.3 shows a line-out of the intensity data in figure 2 for row 50. The

FWHM value ofthe plot is 48 pixels. This gives a g = 0.48. If the e"* value is used, the

resulting g =0.62. For the case of e we have g =0.87. The fill function is not a single

geometrical transmittance function with only values of1and 0. Figure 5.4 is an mesh plot

of the intensity data fromfigure2.
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of the far-field intensity of the lOX-I pupil image measured with
•a. A clear-field mask is placed at the object and the image is
le far field (~15cm behind the image plane). The subaperture
ixels in this plot.
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Figure 5.3 Line plots of the CCD image intensity data in Figure 5.2 for a horizontal line-
out of rows 45, 50, 60, and 80. The FWHM of row 50 is 48 pixels which
equates to a pupil-filling factor of 0.48.
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Figure 5.4 Mesh plot of the CCD image intensity data firom Figure 5.2 illustrating the
unique pupil function of the lOX-I camera.



Table 5.1 lists the partial coherence value s for the X and Y directions. The table

lists line numbers which correspond to line-outs taken in that direction. The method used

to calculate a was to divide the pixel width of the intensity plot by the width of the pupil

(lOOpixels). To give a feeling of the profile of the intensity distribution, three methods

were used to determine the cutoff intensity for the calculation of the intensity width: (i)

theFWHM value (50%) (ii) the e*^ value (iii) thee"^ value.

X-Direction a

Line# FWHM e-2
30 0.03 0.20 0.77

40 0.41 0.50 0.83

50 0.^ - 0.50 OM

60 0.4$ 0.62

70 0.30 0.52 0.87

80 0 0.11 0.82

Y-Direction

Line#

50 0 0.08 0.66

60 0.21 0.4 0.76

70 0.37 0.47 0.82

80 0.55 0.S4

90 0.44 0.53 0.87

100 0.37 0.49 0.83

110 0 0.17 0.75

Table 5.1 Partial coherence values fi^om far-field CCD intensity measurement of the lOX-I
EUVL system. The table compares the measured coherence values using three
cut-off intensity definitions.

The shaded values in the table indicate the line numbers with the two highest

values of a in that direction. The table indicates that the value of a varies in the X-

direction fi-om 0.48 to 0.88 and in the Y-direction firom 0.44 to 0.87 depending upon how

the cutoff intensity value is defined. One method to quantify the effect of partial
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coherence is to perform the plane wave decon^osition method discussed in chapter 2 and

then use the intensity profile to weight each of the separate planes. Rather than perform

exhaustive simulation experiments, an estimation of a is made fi:om the data in table 5.1

(Gx= 0.6 for the X-direction and Gy = 0.55 for the Y-direction).

5.3 Knife-edge Measurements of 2.5|xm Slit Source

The imaging performance of the systemis characterized by its modulation transfer

function. Figure 5.5 shows a saiTq)le MTF for three cases of illumination coherence. The

MTF is defined as the modulus of the optical transfer function (OTP) given inequation 21

which is the ratio of the fi-equency content of the image spectrum to the fi-equency

spectrum of the object. The MTF plots the measured image intensity contrast produced

firom a sinusoidal grating object as a function of thespatial frequency of the grating. The

measured image contrast is defined by equation 22, where loa* and lain denote the

maximum and minimum intensities, respectively, of the measured image. The MTF has

value unity at DC and zero at the cutoff fi'equency of the coherent system (po) given in

equation 23.

lOTFI

Gi =0

\ 0 < G2 < 1

y\CT3=l

1 ^ fc

po 2po Spatial Frequency

Figure 5. Modulus of OTFvs. spatial fi'equency and illumination coherence
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OTF =MTF.e^^^*^ (21)

~I +/ . ^ ^
max nun

"-IT <23)

5.3.1 MTF determination

A classicalexperiment for measuring the system one-dimensional (1-D) MTF is to

measure the aerial image intensity while scanning a knife-edge across the image of a slit

source [9-11, 20-24]. The measured signal is the integral of the aerial image and for an

infinitely narrow slit source, the aerial image intensityrepresents the line spread function

(LSF) of the system. The MTF is calculated as the modulus of the Fourier transform of

the LSF.

The measured signal is the edge-spread function (ESF) which is the cross

correlation between the LSF image and the scanning knife-edge response (calculated in

chapter 4). The ESF can be expressed as:

ESF(u) =N\LSF(u^)e(u^-u)du^ =LSF{u)®e{,u) (24)

where N is a normalization factor chosen so that ESF(x) = 1 for large, positive values of x

(when the detector is fully illuminated). The term e(u) represents the edge function fi-om

section 4.2.2.2. Then the LSF is calculated through numerical differentiation of the ESF.

LSF =̂ [ESF] (25)
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where represents a numerical differentiation, x denotes the scanning step. Then using

this equation, we may calculate the MTF as:

AiTF(G)) =
7{LSF{x))

H.m
(26)

in which } denotes the discrete Fourier transform, Hi(co) represents the one-

dimensional incoherent transfer function of the imaging system and CO is the spatial-

frequency increment. Note that in practice, it is often desirable to increase the number of

sanples by padding the data sequence {LSF(x)} with zeros on both sides prior to

implementation ofequation 26. When a fast Fourier transform is used to corrpute Eq. 26,

the padding step produces finer sampling ofthe MTF(a)) by decreasing Aco.

Goodman developed a nomenclature for the spread and transfer functions in the

presence of varying spatial coherence [7]. The definition of the MTF above assumes

incoherent illumination while the transfer function when imaging with fully coherent

illumination is defined as the coherent transfer function (CTF). For the usual case of

imaging with partially coherent light, the transfer function is referred to as the apparent

transfer function (ATF) [7]. For sinplicity we will use the term LSF for all cases

remembering that the lOX-I images with partially coherent light.

5.3.2 Effect of Partial Coherence

The effect of illumination spatial coherence on the measurement of the imaging

system MTF by the manner outlined above is the subject of much study [9-12, 20-24].

Figure 5.6 plots image intensity of a hard edge versus position for various values of
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coherence from Wemick [9]. Starting from the equations which relate mutual intensities,

Wemick conq)utes the theoretical inpact of illumination coherence on the error in the

measurement of the true system MTF. Figure 5.7 is several plots of apparent MTFs as a

function of illumination coherence (S-parameter). The separate curves for each plot are

for different values of X*k* for a detector array where k* isa term related to the pixel size.

The S-parameter is similar to that defined earlier as the ratio of angles subtended from

object such that purely incoherent illumination exists when S approaches infinity. Note

that the apparent MTFdiffers significantly from the true MTFfor values of S as high as

0.8.

1.0

4 -4<0-a*1 0 1 204 0

f (raduMd eoofdiMtt)

Figure 5.6 Plots of edge intensity versus position for several values of illumination
coherence, Reference [9].

•>'

M ...|

Figure 5.7 Plots of apparent MTF versus spatial frequency for several values of objective
lens NA and illumination coherence (given by the S-parameter with S~1 for
incoherent illumination). Reference [9].
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Simulations are carried out to investigate the effect of cohCTence for the case of

our 2.5|i,m EUV slit source image using the SPLAT simulation conditions listed in table

5.2. Figure 5.8 shows simulated aerial images of the slit source for six values of a from

0.3 to 0.8 using the input parameters from the lOX-I objective and the 36-term Zemike

polynomial fit to the pupil map data illustrated in Figure 4.9b. Figure 5.8a plots the

simulated intensity versus position for the six cases of illumination coherence while Figure

5.8b plots the convolution of the image data from Figure 5.8a the knife-edge response

function from Figure 4.8. Figure 5.8a shows a flat-top response with no ringing at the

feature edge resulting insimulated AIM signals with a constant slope.

Wavelength 13.4nm

Numerical Aperture 0.08

Magnification 10

Partial Coherence (X, Y) 0.55,0.6
Table 5.3 SPLAT simulation conditions used for simulations inchapters 4 and 5.

Simulations are also carried out using the raw pupil map data from Figure 4.9a as

the input to the AI simulator SPLAT. Figi^e 5.9a shows the image intensity versus

position for the same six cases of illumination coherence figure 8 (a = 0.3-0.8) while

Figure 5.9b shows the simulated AIM signal by convolving the data in Figure 5.9a with

the knife-edge response from chapter 4. The intensity plot shows an asymmetric edge

peak which is highly dependent upon illumination coherence resulting in simulated scan

data in Figure 5.9b with varying slopes.
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Figure 5.8a Simulated slit source AI intensity.

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
Position [urn]

Figure 5.8b Simulated knife-edge scan data.

Figure 5.8 Simulated aerial image of a 2.5|im line source produced by the lOX-I EUVL
system and the simulated knife-edge scan data produced by convolution of the
data in figure (a) with the knife-edge response function calculated in chapter
4. The SPLAT simulations use a 36-term Zemike polynomial fit to the raw
pupil map data from visible light interferometry measurements and model
illumination coherence from a = 0.3 to 0.8.
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Figure 5.9a Simulated slitsource AIintensity.

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
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Figure 5.9b Simulated knife-edge scandata.

Figure 5.9 Simulated aerial image of a 2.5|xm line source produced by the lOX-I EUVL
system and the simulated knife-edge scan dataproduced byconvolution of the
data in figure (a) with the knife-edge response function calculated in chapter
4. Simulations use the raw pupil map data fi'om visible light interferometry
measurements and model illumination coherence fi'om a = 0.3 to 0,8.
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5.3.3 Experimental Results

Figure 5.10 shows a plotof a single edge scan measured at the plane of best focus.

The raw data is represented by the dots while the solid line represents the data after a

triangle smoothing operation. Several such scans were performed through focus with a

step size of lOOnm and taking the average of 5 shots. The measured light intensity is

reduced by an orderof magnitude approximately 4(imfrom the edge.
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Figure 5.10 Measured knife-edge scanof a 2.5|xm linesourceimaged by the lOX-I EUVL
system at the plane of best focus. The raw data is represented by the dots
and the solid line is the raw data after a band-limiting filter is applied to the
data.
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Figure 5.11 plots a long-range scan (500|im) knife-edge scan of the 2.5fxm slit

source aerial image. The wafer stage is stepped by actuating the pico-motors which

decreases the SNR slightly. One sanq)le is taken in intervals of Ijxm resulting in a total

scan time of 25 seconds. The aerial image intensity results shown in this plot correspond

with similar experiments carried out in Europe at CERN [20]. The CERN optic displays

near twice the magnitude of mid-range scatter (16% 300nm from the edge compared to

8% for the lOX-I).

150
Position [um]

200 250 300

Figure 5.11 Long-range knife-edge scan of a 2.5|xm line source imaged by the lOX-I
EUVL system at the plane of best focus. The plot shows a non-zero
intensity value 2(X))im from the line source.
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Figure 5.12 Measured aerial image calculated as the derivative of knife-edge scans of the
projected line source aerial image in both the X and Y-directions.

5.3.4 Conclusion

These initial test results demonstrate the feasibility of performing direct aerial

image measurements to characterize the optics of an extreme ultraviolet projection

lithography camera operating at 13.4nm. Figure 5.13 shows three intensities plotted

versus position, the simulated intensity using the raw pupil map data from interferometry,

the measured AIM scan data and the simulated AI convolved with total artifact response

including theta mis-alignment, mask edge roughness, vibration, and the theta rotation error

function. The FWHM value of the measured aerial images was 3.5|Jim; 2.5|im of which is

the geometric width of the image. Diffraction as measured in the simulations accounts for

0.25|xm of the width, the mask edge roughness adds 0.1jim to the width, and the error in
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angular alignment can account for 0.64|xm of the width. The AIM data shows good

correlation with the simulated and convolved AI at the center of the distribution but shows

higher intensity at the edges of the AI. The raw pupilmap simulation does not model the

light scattered into thesehigher angles as seen in the figure which predicts an AI with zero

background intensity.
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Figure 5.13 Measured and simulated AI intensity versus position for a 2.5|Xm slit source
object imaged on the lOX-I EUVL system The SPLAT simulations use the
raw pupil map data from visible light interferometry. Also plotted is the
simulated AI convolved with the complete experimental artifact response
including theta misalignment, mask roughness, vibration, and knife-edge
response.
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5.4 Semi-infinite Plane Scatter Measurements

Higher resolution measurements are obtained by the evaluation of step function

aerial image interrogated with a single narrow slit artifact. Such experiments are carried

out using a lOOjxm X 0.09|im sUt providing excellent rotational alignment. However,

there is an issue with respect to distortion both in the slit and from the finite size of the

well corrected field. The field distortion discussed in the preceding section is only a

concern in one axis. Figure 5.14 is a distortion map of the one halfof the image plane of

the lOX-I EUVL system. The plot shows virtually no distortion in the X-direction.

Therefore, the edge scans are performed in this direction to prevent measurement

uncertainty due to distortion.
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Figure 5.14 Calculated image distortion map of tlie lOX-I EUVL Schwarzchild camera

based on the design data (one halfof the image field is displayed). The map
does not include figure or assembly errors. Courtesy of Tanya Jewel.
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5.4.1 Experimental Procedure

AIM scans are performed of a semi-infinite plane aerial image. The artifact is a

100|xm long single slit as described in chapter 2. The mask consists of an EUVL multi

layer mirror coated on one half with a thick gold absorber layer which presents a hard

edge intensity pattern in one direction. The condenser is slightly defocused, providing

Kohler illumination and reducing the e^ectofmask stage vibration (see chapter 4).

Figure 5.15 shows seven edge scans taken in focus steps of l|xm. There is no

noticeable change in edge slope for this magnitude of focal plane excursion. Figure 5.16

plots the numerical derivative of the optimal focal plane scan data in Figure 5.15 which

represents the measured apparent LSF of the lOX-I camera convolved with the artifact

respor®*"

I.
6 8 10

Position [um]

mm*.

Figure 5.15 AIM slit-artifact scan of a step-function aerial image on the lOX-I EUVL
system. Each curve represents a scan through a different focal plane. Six
focal plane scans areshown in thefigure.
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Figure 5.16 The numerical derivative ofthe optimum focal plane scan data inFigure 5.15
which represents the apparent LSF convolved with the AIM experimental
response function.

These data are used to measure Gnns by conparison with the LSF or MTF expected

from a camera without scatter using equation 15. Therefore there are two methods to

incorporate the effects of the experimental response function, which reflects the aperture

response function, vibration, and theta mis-alignment as discussed in section 5.2. The

&st is to deconvolve the measured AI by the combined experimental response function.

This technique requires frequency-band limiting the ^ectrum of the inputs prior to

deconvolution to prevent frequency-band aliasing. A second technique is to "work-down"

to the measured value by convolving the LSF® from simulation, without scatter, with the

experimental response function. This latter method is preferred since it. eliminates

frequency-band aliasing.
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To determine an accurate measure of the expected LSF®, and ultimately the

apparent MTF® of the system, simulations are conducted to evaluate the inpact of

illumination coherence on the imaging of a step-function object. Figure 5.17a plots

intensity versus position for a hard-edge object simulated using SPLAT. The figure plots

six aerial image intensities from varying partial coherence fi'om a = 0.3 to 0.8 simulated

using the rawpupil map data of the lOX-I camera. Figure 5.17bis the calculated MTFof

intensity data in (a). There is a only about a 6% difference in the MTF curves at the

lowest spatial fi-equency (0.25|xm'̂ ) while as much as a 200% between 4-5 ^lm•^ There is

only about a 10% difference between the G = 0.4 - 0.6 curves which represents the

approximate coherence of the lOX-I system.

This simulation experiment is also carried out using the 36-term Zemike

polynomial fit to the raw pupil map data. Figure 5.18a plots the simulated intensity versus

position for the same values ofpartial coherence (a = 0.3 - 0.8). There is noticeably less

difference between each of the curves in this figure than each of the separate intensity

curves inFigure 5.17a. Figure 5.8b plots the simulated apparent MTF calculated from the

ESF data in Figure 5.18a. The apparent MTF data in Figure 5.18b is a less sensitive

function ofillumination coherence than data in Figure 5.17b which uses the raw pupil map

data directly in the simulation.
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Figure5.17a Simulated aerial imagesof a hard edge.

10 10
spatial Frequency [um^-l]

Figure 5.17b Simulated MTF.

Figure 5.17 Simulated image intensity versus position for six values of illumination
coherence for the lOX-I EUVL systemusing the raw pupil map from visible
light interferometric measurements. Also plotted are apparent MTFs
corresponding to the data in figure (a) calculated as the modulus of the
Fourier transform of the derivativeof the image plotted in figure (a).
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Figure 5.18a Simulated aerial images ofa hard edge.

10 10'
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Figure 5.18b Simulated MTF.

Figure 5.18 Simulated image intensity versus position for six values of illumination
coherence for the lOX-I EUVL .system using the 36-term Zemike
polynomial fit to the raw pupil map firom visible light interferometric
measurements. Also plotted are apparent MTFs corresponding to the data
in figure (a) calculated as the modulus of the Fourier transform of the
derivative of theimage plotted in figure (a).
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The aerial images simulated using the raw pupil map data are used for the

calculation of Gnns. A direct con^arison of the two apparent MTFs used in the calculation

is made in Figure 5.19 which plots the apparent MTF calculated from the AIM

measurement and from simulation using a partial coherence of a = 0.6 from table 5.3 for

an edge in the Y-direction. The simulated edge is convolved with the AIM experimental

responsefunction which includes the response of the aperture, systemvibration, and theta

mis-alignment. The MTFis then calculated for both images as the modulus squared of the

Fourier transform of the derivative of the ESF as discussed earlier.

If we assume that the difference in the two curves in Figure 5.19 originates from

surface scattering, we can calculate Gnns following equation 15. It is plotted versus spatial

frequency in Figure 5.20. The calculated values plotted in Figure 5.20 have a maximum

value of l.Snm around the spatial frequency of4|im*^ and represent the combined effective

roughness of both mirrors that comprise the lOX-I Schwarzchild.

10 • 10" 10'
Spatial Frequency [uln'^-l]

Figure 5.19 Apparent MTFs fromdirect AIM and SPLAT simulation using the raw pupil
map data of the lOX-I camera and a partial coherence of G= 0.6.
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Figure 5.20 EUVL multi-layer mirror surface roughness in nanometers versus spatial
frequency calculated using the apparent MTF data from Figure 5.19 using
equation 5.15.

5.4.3 PSD from sample optics

The value of the multi-layer roughness calculated in the previous section may be

conpared to independent measurements using equations 5-2 and 5-10. These equations

relate the roughness variance of each reflective surface of an imaging system to the total

combined effective roughness variance where nzM«l for both reflections of the lOX-I

camera. Independent measurements ofOm are required for each ofthe multi-layer mkrors

that conq)rise the Schwarzchild objective lens. The magnitude of this roughness for

current high-quality EUVL optics is on the order of nanometers which is in the range of

AFM measurement. Spatial frequencies between lOmm"^ and lOum'* have been
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characterized with the use of a Zygo NewView-100 white-light inteiferometric

miscroscope [46].

The use of the lOX-I camera precludes its disassembly for surface roughness

measurements using the techniques above. The Schwarzschild objective of the lOX-I is

conprised of a pnmary mirror from one vendor and a secondary miiTor from a different

vendor. Two primary mirrors were obtained, one from each of the vendors mentioned

above. The assumption here is that each vendor produces primary and secondary

substrates with similar quality as a result of thesame polishing procedure.

The surface profiles of these sanq)le optics were measured with a visible light

interferometer at Lawrence Livermore National Labs [47]. Figure 5.21 plots the

measured PSDs of both multi-layer optics where each optics is measured at two separate

locations. The interferometer measures the two-dimensional PSD of the surface and the

data is reduced to a one-dimensional plot. The instrument response of the interferometer

produces a 0.3nm rms error in the spatial frequency range of the measurement. The

instrument response is evaluated by removing the peaks of the surface measurement then

fitting a second-order polynomial to the resulting PSD. The instrument response has been

removedfrom the PSD data shownin figure 5.21.

Since no PSD information is available from the AIM measurements for a

con^arison using equation 5-11, we must obtain a measure of the surface roughness from

the interferometry PSD data. Each curve in Figures 5.21 is integrated following equation

5-2 to obtain the roughness asa function of spatial frequency plotted in Figure 5.22 along

with the measured valuesof surface roughness fromAIMmeasurement.
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The average values of sigma for each minor are calculated and combined

according to equation 5-10. The resulting efiFective roughness from this calculation is

plotted with averages of each minor and values from AIM in Figure5.23. The combined

roughess fromquadrature total is dominated by the roughness of optic 1 in this case. The

rms value of the roughness from the quadrature total is 0.4nm over the spatial frequency

range of interferometer measurement (4»10'®nm*^ to 4«10"*nm'̂ ). The rms value of the

camera roughness from AIM is 0.7nm in the spatial frequency range from 2»10'̂ nm'̂ to
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Figure 5.21 Two-dimensional PSD plot of two EUVL multi-layer primary minors
measured at two locations on each minor using visible light interferometry
at LLNL.
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Figure 5.22 Surface roughness from AIM and calculated from thePSD datain figure 5.23
following equation 5-2.
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Figure 5.23 EUVL multi-layer mirror surface roughness from AIM and simulation using

equation 5.15 (solid line) and the roughness values maximums from PSD
measurements of sample mirrors using white-light interferometry [46].
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5.5 Depth of Focus Study

Scatter in optical systems decreases the lithographic process window. Depth of

focus experiments are conducted to evaluate the impact of scatter on the DOF process

window. AIM scans of0.5)xm L/S are done using a single 50}xm long slit artifact. A plot

of the contrast of the AIM signal (equation 3) vs. focus plane provides a measure of the

focal process latitude produced by the imaging system. Scatter acts both to reduce the

peak contrast of theaerial image and also to reduce thewidth of theprocess window.

Figure 5.24 plots of several AIM scans versus position through focus for the

0.5|xm L/S test pattern. The curves with higher contrast are closer to optimal focus while,

the low contrast curves represent measurements one either side of the best focal plane.

Figure 5.25 is aplot ofthe contrast ofthe measured image intensities vs. focus. The depth

of focusis lOjim based on 80% imagecontrast.

20 30 40
Position[SOnm/tiiv]

Figure 5.24 Measured image intensity versus position for AIM slit-artifact scans through
focus of 0.5|xm L/S imaged on the lOX-I EUVL system.
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Figure 5.25 Measured image contrast versus focus position from the data in Figure 5.24.

Simulations of imaging 0.5|im L/S patterns are conducted using the raw pupil data

and the 36-term Zemike polynomial representation of the pupil map data for DOF

conparison to the measured data. The depth of focus is calculated by convolving the

simulated aerial images with the AIM experimental response. Figure 5.26 plots the

simulated DOF for both cases along with the measured DOF for this case. Both simulated

cases predict a higher value of maximum peak contrast than is measured with AIM. This

is expected from earlier simulations and AIM measurements since simulations do not

accurately predict the effect of mid-spatial frequency scatter.
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Figure 5.26 Measured and simulated image contrast versus position for AIs of0.5|im L/S
imaged on the lOX-IEUVL system.

5.6 Conclusion

The effect of mid-spatial frequency scatter on the imaging performance of the

lOX-I EUVL system is evaluated using simulation and AIM. The measurements provide

qualitative agreement with simulation. Knife-edge scans of a line source image show a

DC base-line intensity of8% ofthe clear-field intensity up to 200|i,m from the edge of the

image.
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Morequantitative measurerr^nts of the imaging degradation are obtained by a slit-

artifact scan of a step-fiinction aerial image. AIM measurements and simulation are used

to quantify the MTF degradation and estimate the effective EUVL multi-layer optic

surface roughness. The value of Gms is between 0.4nm and 1.3nm between the spatial

frequency region between 0.3fim*^ and 4|im'\ respectively.

Depth of focus experiments are carried out involving the measurement of the

contrast through focus of 0.5mm L/S. The peak measured contrast of 56% with a

working depth of focus of±5|xm based upon 80% ofpeakimage contrast.
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Chanter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

By direct measurement of the aerial image intensity at the image plane, it is

possible to acconqilish several tasks in a more accurate and timely fashion than is possible

with convention methods involving photoresist. Finding the plane of best focus is an

exarr^ile of one of the utilities of AIM carried out in this thesis. The standard technique

for finding thefocal plane asdescribed inchapter 1, involves exposing numerous sites on a

PR coated wafer. Due to the low flux levels of the lOX-I system, this process could take

the better part of a day. AIM provides the result in less than 30 minutes.

6.1.1 System Characterization

Alignment of the optical system is another utility of direct AIM for advanced

EUVL systems. Asdescribed inchapter 4, the in-situ detector provided bythe AIM setup

is used for the real-time alignment of both the condenser and objective lens of the lOX-I

EUV lithography system. This new technique provides visual corrq)uterized feedback

allowing morequantitative optical alignment than earlier scintillator-based techniques (see

chapter 4). Theuseof the in-situ detector further provides the capability of at-wavelength

evaluation of spherical multi-layer condenser lenses.

System vibration is measured by two separate techniques involving the direct

measurement of image intensity. Several hardware changes are madeto the lOX-I system
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to reduce this vibration and are detailed in chapters 3 and 4. However, the modified

systemincluding the new spring-mounted stages and associated hardware showed 350nm

of lateral image vibration in the worst case direction.

At this point, several stage hardware modifications were inq)lemented which

include (listed in order of inpact on vibration reduction): tightening of all hardware,

tightening of the leaf-spring which secures the camera inside the vacuum can, spring-

mounting the wafer stage to the camera, and insertion of a lossy inductor (toroid) on the

(3/1 capacative position sensor cables. The result of these efforts was a measured worst

case system vibration of 17 ±3 nm This level of vibration suppression was reproduced

numerous times and after several mask changes which involved conpleteremoval offboth

mask and wafer stages as well as the camera.

6.1.2 EUV Multi-layer Optics Characterization

6.1.2.1 Knife-Edge Scans of Slit Source AX

Three distinct methods of aerial image monitoring are inplemented on the lOX-I

EUVL system at Sandia NL. The first set ofexperiments scans a knife-edge at the image

plane across a 2.5|xm slit source aerial image. The results provide qualitative agreement

with theory and simulation [1-2]. Several factors limit the accuracy of the results in these

experiments. First, the slit is too wide to provide an accurate measure of the LSF of the

system For this imaging system partial coherence confounds the determination of the

LSF as discussed in chapter 5.

Other issues affecting the accuracy of these measurements include the fact that the

slit mask used has a peak-to-peakroughness of O.Sp-m which fiirther distorts the measured
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image. Another factor is that thiscamera has 0.38|xm of distortion in the Y-direction, and

since the slit image and scanning knife-edge traverse the entire field, the full magnitude of

this distortion is seen in the measured aerialimage.

6.1.2.2 Slit Scans of Step Function AI

A more accurate measure of the systemLSF is obtained for quantitative evaluation

of the inpact of mid-spatial frequency scatter [3] by scanning a single narrow slit artifact

over a step function AI. The signal provides a measure of the LSF when differentiated [4-

5]. The system MTF is then calculated as the modulus of the Fourier transform of the

systemLSF. This spatial frequency dependent MTF(f) is used together with simulation to

estimate an effective imaging system multi-layer surface roughness variance o^ms following

theoretical calculations [6]. The measured value of Gms was between 0.4nm and 1.3nm for

the spatial frequencies between 0.1pm'̂ and 25pm'̂ respectively with an rms value of

0.7nrrL Lower spatial frequencies were analyzed by visible light interferometry

measurements of two representative primary mirrors. These measurements displayed an

effective rms roughness value of 0.4nm between the spatial frequency range of 4»10"^nm"^

to 4»10'^nm'\

6.1.2.3 Slit Scans of 0.5pni L/S AI

The final set of image monitoring experiments is a depth of focus study that

involves scanning a single narrow slit artifact across the AI of 0.5pm equal line and

spaces. The measured peak contrast of the AI is 57% which is in agreement with

simulation and PR measurement. The depth of focus is ±5pm based on 80% of the peak

contrast.
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6.2 AIM Scanning Aperture

Inchapter 2, several viable options for the fabrication of sub-lOOnm apertures are

presented. FEB lithography is selected for the fabrication of the AIM apertures used in

these experiments for its simplicity and the ability to customize the aperture profiles by

subsequent evaporations. Indium Antimonide ischosen asthe photon absorber material as

a con^romise between its high extinction coefficient at EUVL wavelengths and ease of

deposition. The final aperture profile is tailored using the results of E-M simulations

earned out tooptimize the response ofthese EUV AIM apertures (see chapter 2).

This method proved very successful and yielded numerous single slit and slit array

apertures which are stiU in use on the lOX-I EUVL system. This work produced nearly

perfect EUV apertures which are planned for future AIM eiqieriments as weU as

interferometry experiments to be conducted at another site [2]. Figure 1is a FIB image of

a PDI aperture fabricated using this technique. The aperture consists of a 5|im X 5|im

square aperture and two minimum feature pinholes. The pinholes in this figure are circa

0.12^lm in diameter. Subsequent absorber deposition following the process in chapter 2 is

then used to produce the final PDI aperture. Eiqierimental use ofthese apertures provides

someinsightintohow they mightbe improved to be more durable andeffective.

6.2.1 Scanning Aperture Fabrication

In the thin nitride process used for these experiments, the nitride thickness was

around 700 Angstroms. The nitride films ofthis thickness exhibit many pinhole defects. It

would be interesting to investigate the factors affecting the nitride process in an attenpt to

produce more defect-free films of this thickness.
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Figure 6.1 FIB image of a PDI aperture consisting of a 5p.m X 5pm square aperture and
two 0.12pm pinholes.

The absorber film of indium Antimonide was chosen as a conpromise between

high EUV photon absorption and ease of fabrication with existing VLSI process

technology. After initial experiments were conducted, it was noticed that the InSb

absorber apertures that were not stored in a- moisture-free environment suffered from

oxidation. This process distorted the profile of the slit aperture as it consumed the Indium

during the oxidation. For apertures left in a standard room environment for more than a

week, sufficient oxide film formed to con^letely close the 90nm aperture slits formed by

the process described in chapter 2. The absorption coefficient of Silicon Dioxide is: psi02

= 8.6pm \ Even a lOOOA film ofSi02 across the aperture would result in loss of58% of

the available EUV flux.



Another material with slightly better EUV photon absorption than InSb is Nickel

with an absorption coefficient ofPni = compared to ^ibsb = 65,6\im\ Nickel films

formed by e-beam evaporation or sputter deposition are less susceptible to oxidation.

Initial experiments with sputter deposition of Ni films resulted in destruction of the Si3N4

membranes. Care must be taken when mounting membrane ch^s in preparation for

sputterdeposition including mounting the ch^s on some sort of riser which lifts them off

of the chuck toallow the pump topull vacuum equally from both sides of the membranes.

The AIM apertures used in these experiments followed the fabrication procedure

in appendix B where the final step ofthe process isa top-layer deposition. The apertures

may also be defined by depositing the con^lete front and back-side absorber layers prior

to the FIB mill step. Apertures were successfully fabricated using this technique but

cross-section profiles were not analyzed by SEM inspection nor simulated using

TEMPEST. It is possible that these apertures yield equally adequate profiles and could

place the critical FIB step at the end of thefabrication process.

Another possible area of research is the dry etching In and InSb films in Chlorine

and Fluorine-based plasmas. Direct pattern transfer into these thin absorber films would

present alternatives for e-beam lithography-based fabrication approaches. Initial

calculations suggest that these film would etch in Q-based plasmas with the same basic

mechanisms as RIE of Aluminum films. However, there is a question of vacuum etch

chamber contamination due tothe high vapor pressure ofIndium and Antimony.
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6.2.2 Aperture Response Simulation

The TEMPEST simulations done in this thesis assumed normal incidence plane

wave radiation. The lOX-I EUVL testbed produces EUV radiation at 12.1 degrees

incidence with a numerical aperture of0.08. It ispossible to more accurately simulate the

response of the scanning aperture slits if these conditions are taken into account. As of

the time of the this thesis, the capability for accurately simulating waves at non-normal

incidence does not exist in TEMPEST.

6.3 AIM for Future EUVL Systems

The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a rapid method of system

characterization that is applicable to the next generation of production lithography

systems. The next logical step in the progression of ATM at EUV wavelengths is the

inplementation on the next generation proto-type EUVL stepper, the lOX-II. The wafer

stage of the lOX-E EUVL system utilizes a magnetically levitated stage which provides

sufficient step resolution and stability forEUV AIM experiments.

The wafer chuck mounted on this stage has provisions for the installation of an

artifact/photodiode mount identical to that oncurrent GCA ALS and XLS model steppers.

This mount is designed to hold a circular artifact and has room to install a photodiode

closely behind the artifact. This mount is used for image quality measurements and for

finding the plane of best focus on GCA steppers as described in chapter 1. This greatly

sinq)lifies the modification of lOX-E for AIM experiments. An AIM artifact must be

fabricated on a circular substrate or one of the existing artifact ch^s cut to fit the mount.

The IRD diode is smaller than theHamamatsu diode originally designed for the mount by
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GCA. The only obstacle left is the positioning of the prean:q)lifier. As long as sufficient

steps are taken to insulate against the effects of EMI (see chapters 3 and 4), the pre-

amplffier can be place several inches awayfromthe deteaor.

Currently the lOX-II uses a global and local alignment scheme that involves

chevron alignment marks. Any AIM artifact designed for use on the lOX-II should

include these alignment marks to allow theuse of thecurrent alignment scheme as well as

AIM. Incorporation of the chevrons can be accoirq)lished by etching the patterns into the

silicon nitride some fixed distance from the aperture slit orpinhole, sufficiently far enough

to be on the substrate and offofthe membrane asillustrated infigure 2.

Silicon Nitride Membrane

Optical AlignmentChevrons

Artifact Slit
Figure 2. Illustration ofpotential lOX-II artifact incorporating AIM and chevrons.

A new alignment scheme could incorporate both of these alignment (chevrons and

slit(s)) patterns at the image plane for alignment and registration. Optical alignment using

thechevrons proceeds asnormal, then the stage is stepped over to the AIM artifrict for the

final alignment. This can acconplished by projecting the aerial image of equal L/S

patterns ofa minimum feature size onto a single slit AIM artifact. The wafer stage is then

quickly scanned through at least one conplete period of the features and the contrast is

measured. As discussed previously, maximizing, the contrast of subsequent scans at

different focus position provides theplaneof bestfocus.
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For global and local alignment a single minimum feature line could be projected

onto the single slit artifact. Scanning the artifact across this image would result in a

measured signal that peaks when the slit is aligned with the image. An alignment

technique is possible using the chevrons for the coarse alignment and the AIM artifact for

final fine alignment. This could involve stepping the stage fi'om the chevrons to the AIM

or one could image designing a mask that has both pattern which project an image which

matches that spacing of these two alignment marks.

AIM has the potential to play an even larger role on the "a-system" which will be

designed as a pseudo-production EUV stepper. The task of finding the optimal focal

plane can be con^letely automated using the AIM technology. Alignment with accuracy

of around 5nm could be accomplished with the AIM technique and some signal processing

using standard statistical methods.

6.5 Conclusion

This manuscript has detailed the use of direct aerial image measurements to

characterized current and projected future generations of lithography steppers. AIM

began with earlier atten^ts to evaluate projection lithography systems and took the

concept the final step by the conplete removal of photoresist from the characterization

process. The AIM experiments in this thesis represent the first successful tests of an

assembled EUV lithographic system by direct measurement of the projected aerial images.

AIM was used to quantifyEUVL systemvibration and its intact on imaging performance.

System vibration was markedly reduced in the process of these experiments. The impact

of mid-spatial frequency scatter on the imaging performance of EUV multi-layer mirrors
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was analyzed using AIM and compared to simulation. These measurements lead to an

estimation of the variance of the camera roughness from the measured and simulated

system MTFs.
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Appendix A:

A.l Experimental Methodology

This section explores the results ofa 3^ full factorial experiment to analyze the

factors that affect the ultimate resolution achievable through electron-beam (e-beam)

lithography. The exposure tool used for this experiment is a Jeol-6400 Scanning Electron

Microscope (SEM) modified to perform e-beam lithography. The five variables

investigated are electron energy expressed in kV, exposure dose in ^iCVcm^^ photoresist

thickness, line spacing pitch, and drawn linewidth. The first four of thesefive variables are

run at three levels. A matrix of doses is run over a wide range to permit feature of

different sizes and pitch to all clear at some dose. Linewidth measurements are taken at

three doses around the critical dose for the correct linewidth development

Constraints of time and effort would preclude e^osing 3^=243 different wafers.

Due to the nature of e-beam lithography it is possible to automate the variation of

exposure dose, linewidth, and pitch. The only constraint is the time required to measure

the PR CD. The results of the measurements are analyzed using regression. The

significance of each parameter and cross-interactions is analyzed and a model fit to

significant terms.

This experiment is designed to study both types of proximity effects: Intra-

proximity and inter-proximity. The major factor affecting the intra-proximity effect is the

choice of electron beam writing energy and eiqiosure dose. In this eiqieiiment, three

different energies (20, 30, and 40kV) as well as three dose levels are studied. Inter-
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proximity effects are seen as CD variations between closely spaced patterns. To

characterize this variation, three different line spacing pitches areinvestigated.

It is inrq)ortant in any experiment to preserve the initial assunption that the results

are identically independent and normally distributed (END). Care is taken during the

processing; ie. exposure, development, Au coating, and measurement, to insure that the

sanq)les are identical To further insure the second condition of our END assunption, all

lithography process steps are repeated under identical conditions for the different resist

thickness samples. This is accon^lished by writing three chips during the same vacuum

chamber pump-down cycle.

A.2 Implementation

Three wafers are coated with different thickness* of 950K molarity PMMA. The

thickness of each wafer is rr^asured on a Nanospec ellipsometer in four locations on the

periphery of the wafer as well as the center. The average values of the thickness were

measured to be 1670, 2233, and 3023A with standard deviations of 17.8, 21.8, and 9.7A

respectively. Each wafer is then cleaved into 10mm chips that are used for the e-beam

exposure.

A test matrix pattem is designed for this experiment using CAD software. The test

pattern consist of 10pm long lines drawn at five different linewidth dimensions: 200nm,

150nm, lOOnm, 75nm, and 50nm. Although this variable is at five levels, the last two

smallest features are near the resolution limit of the system and not expected to clear.

Each linewidth dimension is drawn at an equal line space (L/S) pitch and then repeated at

one-half that spatial frequency (1/2 pitch), and again at one-fourth thespatial frequency of
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the original (1/4 pitch). The equal L/S pattern consisted of 8 equally spaced lines while

the 1/2 pitch pattern consisted of4 lines and the 1/4 pitch pattern contained only two lines

drawn at a given dimension.

The final test pattern written consists of the above testpattern repeated 12 times

(two columns, 6 rows) at varying dose. The field size of the pattern is 95|i.m. This

pattern is repeated twice at each kV setting on each of the three chips for a total of 24

different dose settings per kV per chip. This test pattern is used to expose each of the

three wafer chips described above.

Beam setup and shape optimization is critical to the effective patterning of fine

features. Therefore, to insure identical/independent portion of our END condition, it is

necessary that all exposures are done under the same settings. All three chips are loaded

on the same sanple holder and exposed during a single system punq)-down. Changing the

beam energy affects the shape of the electron column and therefore it is necessary to re-

optimize the beam between changes in kV. All the patterns for a given kV and dose range

are written on each ofthe three chips before the electron energy is set toa new value.

All three sanple are developed at the same time under the identical conditions.

The development is done for 60 seconds in a 3:1 mixture of Isopropyl Alcohol

(IPA):Methyl Isobutyl Ketone (MIBK). The development isimmediately followed by a 20

seconds rinse with IPA and then a final rinse for an additional 20 seconds with DI water.

Following development, all three samples are coated with approximately lOOA ofGold to

aid in the linewidth measurements. The samples are then measured on the same SEM in

which they are exposed. Exposure dose steps of20pC/cm^ result ina measurement error
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of at most lOjiC/cm^ which is at most a 1% error and at best an error of 0.2% from the

resulting data set.

A3 Results and Discussion

Model Fit:

Very few 50nm and 75nm lines clear (or remained for the case of equal L/S

patterns), only a few patterns at the highest kV setting. Therefore the data on these two

drawn linewidths is not analyzed so the variable of drawn line will be studied at three

levels. This fact is discussed later as relates to the results of the analysis. Neglecting this

data, a total of 195 linewidth measurements are taken.

The dose to clear each feature varies greatlyfor different combinations of the other

four variables. This results in measured linewidth data that is no longer perfectly

orthogonal There are not always three separate doses that result in measurable patterns

that clear and remain in tact for every combination of variables. However, the data can

still be analyzed with the use of linearregression.

Using statistical analysis software (JMP), a model is fit to the measured linewidth

data using linear regression consisting the 5 first-order terms. Table A.1 details the fit of

the model Parameter estimates are given as well as the significance of each effect. It is

clear that linear regression results in an excellent model fit to the data. The t and F-ratios

point to drawn linewidth as the most significant parameter modeled, with an F-ratio of

373.95. It is expected that the most important factor in determining the dimension of the

resulting line is the originally drawn dimension. Ideally, a plot of drawn vs. measured
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linewidth has a slope ofone. From table A.1 we see that the coefficient of this term is

1.16. This is attributed to intra-proximity effects since each line in this experiment is

drawn with multiple electron beam passes per single drawn line. The backscattered

electron exposures are cumulative for each pass so larger lines require more beam passes

and tend to be overexposed, resulting in "blooming" ofthe lines.

Respontt; Mea»LW

[summary of Fit
R*qu«re 0.6S2403
Root Moon Squiro Error 0.028272
Moan of RtipoitM 0.162154
ObMrvatiena (or Sum Wgta) 185

Parameter Estimates

Torm Estimato Sttf Error t Ratio Prob>ltl
Intareapt 0.0270408 0.0144 1.68 0.0620
kV •0.005387 0.00051
troalat •0.00003 0
DrawnLW 1.1602101 0.06
Pitch 0.0355368 0.00863
Dom 0.0006061 0.00005

•10.56

•5.87

18.34

3.68

11.61

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0003

0.0000

Effect Test

Sourc* Nparm OF Sum of Squaroa F Ratio Prob>F
kV 1 1 0.08562502 111.6031 0.0000
tresist 1 1 0.02856206 34.5016 0.0000
OrawnLW 1 1 0.32041484 373.8533 0.0000
Pitch 1 1 0.01166108 13.6085 0.0003
Oose 1 1 0.11557207 134.8631 0.0000

Table A.l Linear regression model fit to experimental e-beam lithography data.

The second most significant variable is exposure dose with an F-ratio of 134.88.

The exposure dose determines the total number of electrons deposited into the resist.

Electron energy is the next most in^ortant variable with an F-ratio of 111.60. At higher

electron energies, electrons are more likely to penetrate through the resist and stop in the

silicon substrate. These electrons do not provide exposure dose to the resist and therefore

do not aid in the scissoring action in the positive photoresist. Finally we see that resist

thickness is much less significant but still almost three times as iinportant as linewidth

pitch.
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Figure A.1 shows a plot of the whole-model test drawn along with the 95%

confidence limit curves, the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) table for the model, and

finally a plot ofthe residuals of the model. The model hasanF-ratio of 81.22.

Clear groupings of this data are present, seen as horizontal lines on the whole-model

test and as diagonal lines on the plot of the residuals. This is explained by the fact that

during the measurement, the linewidth measurements were discretized into steps of25nm

due to the resolution limits of the SEM. The lines in the whole-model test are also in

increments of 25nm.
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Figure A.1 Whole-model test ofregression model fit with associated analysis ofvariance
table. Also listed in the figure are estimates of the parameter coefficients with
tests of their respective effect.
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Figure A.2 Leverage plot of four of the five parameter effects investigated in this
experiment. The dots represent the experimental data while the dashed lines
are the 95% confidence interval curves ofthe effect. Asteep slope indicates
strong significance and if the 95% interval curves contain the horizontal line
(the mean value), then the parameter can be said to be not statistically
significant
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Figure A.2 plots the linear regression model and the data vs. 4 of the 5 the

experimental variables. The plot of linewidth vs. kV shows a decrease in developed CD as

the energy is increased. Thisprovides a measure of the combined intra and inter-proximity

effects. As the electron energy is increased, there is less scatter in the resist and substrate

which leadsto a more narrow energy deposition profile. The plot vs. the leverage of resist

thickness shows a slight negative slope, indicating the minor effect of this variable.

Extrapolating the linear fit, it would require an extra 600nm of resist to equal the same

leverage as increasing the writing energy by only lOkV. The plot of measured vs. drawn

linewidth shows a positive slope of almost one, as mentioned earlier. The plot of the

model vs. line pitch provides a measure of the inter-proximity effect. This plot

demonstrates the tendency for closely spaced lines to blur together which is the result of

the summation of the forward and backward scattered electron from the each of the

nearby lines. This leads to overexposure and widens CDs upon development. Figure A.3

plots the model fit and data vs. dose. The steep slope of the line confirms our earlier

analysis that exposure dose is the most significant factor, aside from drawn linewidth.

Table A.2 lists the correlation coefficients for second order interactions between

the main effects. The highest correlation is between exposure dose and the other

variables; confirming the conclusion that dose is the most significant effect besides drawn

LW. Investigation into 3rd, 4th, and 5th order effects reveal no significant linear cross-

interactions. Further analysis using models involving non-linear models is recommended.
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Figure A.3 Leverage plot ofexposure dose. The steep slope and tight confidence curves
indicate strong statistically significance with a relatively small distribution
variance.

Correlations
1

Variable kV troalat DrawnLW Pitch Dose
kV 1.0000 -0.0170 •0.0226 0.0277 0.8968
treslst -0.0170 1.0000 0.0653 0.0185 0.3431
DrawnLW •0.0226 0.0653 1.0000 0.1814 •0.2746
Pitch 0.0277 0.0185 0.1814 1.0000 •0.3881
Dose 0.6968 0.3431 •0.2746 •0.8881 1.0000

Table A.2 List of cross-correlation coefficients that represent the effect of cross-term
interaction on the resulting resist profiles.

At the outset of this experiment it is suspected that both exposure dose and

electron energy play a key role in determining developed feature sizes. However, it was

not obvious which plays the larger role. Now it is clear that exposure dose carries more

weight in the final outcome. Prior to this experiment, it was also incorrectly thought, by
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me anyway, that the thickness of the PMMA layer was critical to achieve ultimate

resolution. It isnow apparent that varying the thickness of the photoresist layer would not

have as much affect on the proximity effects and the developed linewidth as varying the

energy of the electron source. It can be seen from the data that CD distortion resulting

from proximity effects can bereduced by the use ofa higher kV source.

A.4 Conclusion

The main factors affecting the resulting linewidths inelectron-beam lithography are

analyzed using linear regression. Regression is used to fit a model to measured linewidth

data from a 3^ factorial experiment. This model contains the five variables of exposure

dose, electron energy, line pitch, resist thickness and drawn linewidth. The results of the

analysis point to exposure dose as the most important factor, after drawn linewidth, in

determining the developed CD.

From the analysis we obtain a measure of both the inter and intra-proximity effects.

Electron beam writing energy is found to be nearly as significant as dose and plays the

major role in reducing proximity effects by reducing the forward-scattered electron

distribution width. Although line pitch plays an in^ortant role in determining the

magnitude of the inter-proximity effeas, it is found that it is possible to overcome this

effect by the proper choice of exposure dose. Current research is under way to find

efficient methods for the calculation of dose corrections to condensate for proximity

effects [9,10,11,12]. The thickness of the photoresist layer (PMMA) has condaratively

little effect with respect to proximity effects and therefore the resulting developed

linewidths. The latter two areinteresting results and were notanticipated.
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Appendix B - Silicon Processing Details

B.l - Super Hard Bake Photoresist

1. Spin on OCXj-825 photoresist (PR) to desired thickness.

2. Prebake at 90 deg. C for Imin.

3. Hardbake is accomplished in VWR-120 oven. Load wafers into oven with initial

temperature 120 deg. C.

4. After wafers are loaded into oven, increase setpoint toSOOdeg. C.

5. Allow wafers to hardbake for 1 hour.

6. Reset temperature setpoint to 120 deg. C.

B2 - Silicon Nitride Membrane Process

1. If starting with new, clean wafers, proceed onto step #2. Otherwise, clean the

wafers in the Pirahna bath in SINK8 for 5-10 minutes followed by a three-tank DI

rinse.

2. Grow a low-stress silicon nitride film ofthe desired thickness in TYLAN18 using

the standard low-stress nitride recipe in the tylan computer.

3. Qean wafers in the Pirahna bath in SINK8 for 5-10 minutes followed by a three-

tank DI rinse.

4. Bake out wafers in VWR-120 oven at 120 deg. Cfor 1 hour.

5. Apply HMDS to wafers in the VAPOR PRIME.

6. Spin-on OCG-825 PR onto the backside ofthe wafers on SVG coater track (track

1;program 2). This will result in a PRthickness of 1.3|xm.
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7. Pattern square windows onto the backside of the wafer using any of the

photolithography tools (e.g. GCA lOX reduction stepper). Orient the boxes such

that they are parallel to the major flat of the wafer. Keep in mind that that

anisotropic etch of thesilicon will result in a constant angle of 54.74 degrees from

the normal This will result in a lateral enchroachment of about 700p,m for a

500nm thick wafer substrate (ie. if the length of the box on the backside of the

wafer is SOOpm, then the length of the final membrane square on the frontside will

be about 100p,m).

8. Post Exposure Bake (PEE) on hotplate at 120deg. for 1 minute or use track 2

program 9.

9. Develop the PRonSVGDEV. Use premixed 934 developer. Consult program list

on the wall near the stepperas thesechange often.

10. Optically inspectPR patternsfor size and orientation.

11. Descum the wafer in TECHNICS-C for 2 minutes using an oxygen plasma

operating at SOW.

12. Hardbake the wafers for 1hour in the VWR-120 oven at 120deg. C.

13. Etch nitride in LAMl using program THNSTD Recip.l which has an etch rate

(ER) of 952A/min.

14. Strip the PR in the PRS-2000 bath in SINKS for lS-30 minutes followed by DI

rinse.

15. Repeatthe Pirahnacleandetailed in step#1

16. Dip the wafers in HF (also at SINKS) for lOsec. to removethe native oxide, which

will impede the subsequent silicon etch, followed by a threetankDI rinse.
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17. Etch the silicon by placing the wafers in the heated (80deg. C) KOH bath at

SINK6. The etch mixture ratio is 2:1 H20:K0H (e.g. 3Iiters of H20:1500mg of

KOH pellets). At T=80deg. C this mixture will produce an etch rate of ImnVmin,

or about 4hours and 20minutes for a typical 500)im thick silicon wafer. The etch

is a 400:1 preferential etch in the<100> crystal plane.

18. Perform a three tank DI rinse.

B3 - Double Lift-Off Process

1. Perform silicon nitride membrane process detailed inappendix B2.

2. Perform SHBPR process detailed in appendix B1.

3. Spin-on 2000A ofPMMA PR (495k molaiity 4% concentration at4000rpm).

4. Bake at ITOdeg. C for >2hours.

5. Qeave the wafer into 10-15mm sample chips.

6. Perform theelectron-beam exposure using theJeol 2400 SEM.

7. Develop PMMA in 3:1 mixture ofIPA:MIBK for 70sec. followed by ipa rinse for

20 seconds then afinal DI rinse for an additional 20seconds and blow dry with N2.

8. Evaporate 200A ofAluminum onto the chip in the Veeco (V401).

9. Lift off the PMMA by placing the ch^ into a heated (90deg. C) bath ofacetone for

10 minutes followed by an acetone rinse for 20seconds then a DI rinse for

20seconds and blowdry with N2.

10. Perform an 02 descum in the TECHNICS-C plasma etcher for 2.8minutes. The

02 plasma should beoperated at50W with a base pressure of230mT.
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11. Evaporate 1200A ofInSb onto the chip inthe Veeco (V401).

12. Lift-off the SHBPR using PRS-2000. The tenperature of the bath should be

90deg. C and ultrasonic agitation will be required to remove the metal "caps** on

top of the PR pillars.

13. Perform an 02 ash in the TECHNICS-C plasma etcher to remove any remaining

PR. This process is the same as detailed in step 10 with the exception that the

operating power will now be 300W.

14. If a thicker metal absorber layer is required, sinq)ly increase the film thickness in

steps 2 and 11 proportionally.

B.4 - Al-Ge Hard Mask Process

1. Perform silicon nitride membrane process detailed in appendix B2.

2. Evaporate lOOA ofTitanium onto wafer using the Veeco (V401) as glue layer to

improve dieadhesion of the film to bedeposited in step #3.

3. Evaporate 3000A of Germanium onto wafer using theVeeco (V401).

4. Evaporate 500A ofAluminum onto wafer using theVeeco (V401).

5. Spin 2000A ofPMMA PRonto wafer asinB3- step #3.

6. Bake at ITOdeg. C for >2hours.

7. Cleave the waferinto 10-15mm sample chips.

8. Perform theelectron-beam exposure using theJeol2400 SEM.

9. Develop PMMA in 3:1 mixture ofPArMIBK for 70sec. followed by ipa rinse for

20seconds then afinal DIrinse for an additional 20seconds and blow dry with N2.
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10. Etch the Aluminum film in LAM3. Following the standard recipe in the LAM

computer results in an etch rate of 2000A/min, Therefore a main etch time 20

seconds is required to etch the 500A film with a 30% overetch.

11. Etch the Germanium film in TEGAL using the Aluminum layer as a hard mask for

the etch. Perform the etch for 60 seconds which will etch the 3000A film with a

33% overetch. For Geetch process details, see appendix B5.

B.5 - Germanium Dry Etch Process

1. The Ge etch is performed in the 'I'liGAL dry etcher. The operating parameters are

as follows:

2. SF6 gas flow rate: 20.0 seem

3. BasePressure setting: lOOmT

4. Power: 50W

5. These settings will resultin an etchrateof 4000A/min.

B.6 - Optical "FIB Pre-test" Process

1. Perform steps 1 -15 of process module B2.

2. Spin 8000A of APEX-E PR onto the fi-ontside of the wafer using SVG-COAT

(3000rpm).
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3. Using the UltraTech micro-stepper, expose the PR using a mask made up of

pinhole airays varying in size from O.Sjim to 0.1pm.

4. Develop the PR in a 3:2 mixture of DI:MF-312 for 50seconds followed by a DI

rinse for 20 seconds then blowdry with N2.

5. Etch the pinhole patterns into the nitride layer with LAMl for 3minutes using the

LAM etch program: THNSTD.

6. Performsteps 16-18 of processmoduleB2.

7. Evaporate absorber metal (InSb or Ge) using the Veeco (V401) to desired

thickness.

B.7 - "Knife-Edge" Fabrication Process

1. Perform silicon nitride membrane process detailed in appendix B2.

2. Etch the oxide from thenitride bydipping in 10:1 HFforapproximately 1minute.

3. Turn on the hot phosphoric acid bath (right heated bath of sink?) by pushing the

green TEMP CONTROL button on the right halfof the sink. Set the controller to

the desired ten^erature (150 deg. C). Wait for the ten:q)erature to stabilize. Acid

will reach a rolling boil.

4. Immerse wafers in hot phosphoric acid. The time required to etch the film will

varybecause small amounts of water are added to the bath as the level goes down,

thus diluting the acid. For a lOOOA fihn, check the wafers after an hour. The

endpoint of the wetetch willbe apparent through a visual inspection of the wafers.

5. Perform the three tank DI rinse.
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6. Evaporate 800A of InSb onto the front side of the wafer. (700A provides a

transmission of 1% for 13.4nmradiation).

7. Optically inspect the wafer to find a defect-jfree membrane edge for use as the

knife-edge.
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